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1. IKTRODCCTIOK 

ft vast complex of phenomena is associated with the auroral displays 

occurring in the relatively narrow belts in high latitudes of both 

hemispheres, she excitation of the optical emission is caused by 

Hie precipitation of magnetospheric particles and their interaction 

with atmospheric components. Aurora is mainly caused by particles 

in the keV range* i.e. by electrons and protons with energies bet

ween about 1 and 10 keV. It is also veil established that the most 

cntBBon greenish aurora is excited by electrons. The proton aurora 

is usually faint or visually undetectable. It is also particularly 

diffuse. This is mainly due to the interaction of protons with atmo

spheric components by charge exchange which has the effect that the 

particles in their intermediate neutral states escape the control of 

the magnetic field. According to Davidson t 1 1 a linear sheet of 

incident 10 keV isotropic protons could be broadened to a distribu

tion with a half-width of 100 km. 

2. THE RELEVANT HAGKETOSPHEMC TOPOLOGY 

Before entering into the discussion of auroral problems proper, it 

&*y be useful to define a sort of orientation system. What happens 

in the polar ionosphere is closely linked to a magnetospheric topology 

roughly and schematically shown in Figure 1. There are 3 main regions 

of plasmas of outstanding importance for the auroral phenomena: 

- The toagnetosbeath plasma which is connected with the dayside 
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Ionosphere in the region where the dayslde cusp naps down along 

corresponding magnetic field lines, 

- the hot plasma of the nagnetosheet similarly connected with the 

nightside Ionosphere» 

- the cold plasma in the plasmasphere «rotating with the earth and 

aainly of ionospheric origin. 

This siKple seetch was deliberately selected because it is not yet 

known where and how the plasma really enters and how the transport 

occurs inside the magnetic structure of the cusp or cleft region. 

The confinement of the different populations in their specific regions 

is essentially due to the earth-magnetic field and the prevailing 

electric fields. This has the effect that the dynamics in the distant 

Magnetosphere is projected along the magnetic field lines and by 

virtue of their convergence towards the earth strongly focused and 

evidenced in atmospheric visible or measurable phenomena. This holds 

particularly for the auroral region for which the relations to the 

dayslde cusp or cleft and the plasmashcet are suggestive after the 

ecetch in Figure 1. 

The non-shaded region between the plasmasphere and the surface which 

defines the earthward edge of the plasmasheet is the domain of the 

ring current particles which are also found somewhat beyond these 

Uniting surfaces [ 2 ]. 

3. DIFFUSE AURORA AND PARTICLE INJECTION IN THE KEV RANGE 

The original concept of the auroral zone known from the map of isc-

chasms published by ». Fritz [3 J is that of a circular region centered 

around the geomagnetic pole. In analysing the all-sky-camera obser

vations accumulated during the IGY, Feldstein [ 4 J defined an oval 

shaped region that represented the distribution of aurora at a fixed 

«ornent of Universal Time. The oval is èxcentrlc with respect to the 

dipojeaxis and its center is displaced by about 4° towards the night-

side hemisphere. The oval widens with increasing magnetic activity 

as is shown in Figure 2 for different levels of the geomagnetic Q in

dex. 
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Following Akasofu [ 5 ] the oval has widely been considered as a "na
tural coordinate system". This has been criticized by Esther [ 6 } 
because it was often done without regarding the exact definition. He 
proposed instead "... that the many (and often overlapping) regions 
of particle precipitation, subdivided according to particle type and 
energy, would form a more moaitinpful framework for ordering geo
physical data." 

In that respect it is an important question hew precipitating protons 
and electrons are distributed locally and temporally and how their 
energy spectra look like ? As a matter- of fact the oval Is defined 
by the frequency distribution of the discrete and spectacular optical 
emissions like arcs and bands* the Intensity of which exceeds the 
threshold of all-sky-cameras» It swst also be kept in mind that the 
widths cf the statistically defined ovals are not related to the widths 
of Individual auroral forms. 

A better and more direct relation between the extension of a lumi
nescent belt and particle precipitation seems now to be established. 
AS Hultqvist (7 Î has extensively discussed/ it is very likely that 
the persistently present diffuse aurora, discovered by means of the 
ISIS-2 scanning auroral photometer [ 8-11] is due to quiet tine elec
tron and proton precipitation in the range from l-lo keV (Figure 3). 

The average local distribution of these more or less continuously 
precipitating particles was derived by Riedler and Borg [ 12 3 from 
their experiment on the ESRO A 1 satellite (see Figure 4a and 4b). 

The similarity of the shape of the diffuse auroral belt and precipi
tation pattern of these species of particles is indeed suggestive. 
After Hultqvist I 7 ] the longitudinal distribution of the precipita
tion fluxes, among others, exhibits two remarkable features: 
- There is no essential asymmetry between dawn and dusk and 
- the proton and electron latitude profiles, with exception of the 

cusp region, generally coincide and there is a large scale correla
tion between the variations of the proton and electron fluxes. 
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lite first quality has been interpreted by Bultqyist 17 ] with the 

lack of an essential influence of drift notion. With other words, if 

the particles would be injected into a narrow sector around midnight, 

the précipitation in the adjacent local time regions could only ori

ginate in the clouds of drifting particles. This would unavoidably 

lead to a dawn-dusk asymmetry either with respect to the intensity of 

the total flux of electrons and protons according to the fi * B drift 

or because of the opposite drift direction of the two species if the 

gradient B and curvature drift dominate, as it is true for the higher 

energy particles > 10 keV. 

Froai recent optical observations of electron and proton aurora at Syowa 

Bay in the Antarctica Fukunishi 113 ] draw contradictory conclusions. 

Be arrived at the scheme shown in Figure 5. Thereafter a distinct 

asymmetry between dawn and dusk concerning diffuse proton and electron 

aurora is prevailing also during magnetically quiet times. It contra

dicts also to the interpretation of the ISIS-2 observations by Lui and 

Anger [ 8 3 who argued that the emission intensity in the evening sec

tor is too high to be accounted for by the proton precipitation alone. 

Although the directly measured particle fluxes should be given the 

decisive weight, the optical observations exhibit many interesting 

features of the persistence and motions of precipitation sources which 

otherwise scarcely could be disclosed so easily. This holds even if 

their signatures cannot yet be interpreted uniquely. Two examples of 

those features are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. 

Concerning the origin of the precipitating particles it is assumed that 

the soft plasma of the cusp region measured near the earth is trans

ported to the nightside, poleward adjacent to that which drifts in the 

opposite direction from the nightside hemisphere to the dayside (e.g. 

Bultgyist 17 3) after injection from the tail. 

Assuming now the conclusion to be true that the nighttime local pre

cipitation pattern corresponds to the local distribution of the injec

tion, always considering rather quiet conditions, the problem remains 

how the apparent local structure of the Injection can be explained, 

namely 

- a broad maximum, centered in the late evening, and 

- a significant minimum between 0100 and 0200 hours eccentric dipole 

time (EOT). 

-,-r-̂ * 
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Another important as yet unsolved problem arises from the fact that 
isotropic and hence in the- loss cone precipitating kev electrons 
and protons axe observed in the rule locally and temporally coinci
dent* This can certainly not be due to a resonant cyclotron 
pitch angle scattering according to Cornwall «t at. I U ] and Thome 
[ 15 J. Tot just In the region where thereafter the protons should 
remain quasi-trapped, strong precipitation In keV range occurs. 
Thorne 116 ) Invokes complementary instabilities Which are excited 
in different regions of proton velocity space, namely in addition to 
the electromagnetic ion-cyclotron instability a quasi electrostatic 
loss cone wave instability after Post and Rosonbluth [ 17 J and coro-
niti et cU { ieJ. A striking evidence for the validity of this as
sumption is however not available. One can presently only conclude 
that during injection a complex turbulence is effective which causes 
strong pitch angle scattering of both electrons and protons I 7 ] . 

Concerning particles above about 40 keV it is to be mentioned that 
they exhibit very pronounced asynaoetries due to gradient end curvature 
drifts* Signatures of their local and temporal behaviour can.easily 
be observed on ground via cosmic noise absorption and by measuring 
their X-ray bremsstrahlung by means of balloons in altitudes of about 
35 km» compared with the low energy population, precipitating particles 
of this kind exhibit different local and temporal features that dif
ferent sources have often been considered. The precipitation of theso 
particles is, however, most typical for substorn situations and their 
different behaviour is certainly due to the dominance of gradient and 
curvature drift and to the energy thresholds for wave particle Inter
actions. Typical differences between precipitating fluxes of high and 
low energy electrons are shown in Figure 8. 

Returning now to the lack of dawn-dusk asymmetry of the keV electron 
and proton fluxes Bultqvist J 7 J has recently substantiated the con
clusion that the particles are generally injected over the total 
nighttime sector from dusk over midnight to dawn and that most of them 
are immediately precipitated before they have drifted over remarkable 
longitudes. This holds at least for the particles in the lower part 
°f the energy spectra. There are, however, still enough particles 
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which populate the region of the diffuse aurora at the dayslde 
cquatorward of the cusp or cleft region. This is due to gradient 
B and curvature drift from the nightside. 

According to AUnsofu and Kimball [ 19 ] and Vorobjev et al, [20 J 
discrete auroral forms on the dayslue occur primarily on the dayoide 
polar cusp. Thoir origin is attributed to the entry of soft magneto-
shnuth plasma into the atmosphere t 21 - 24 ], 

The manner by which the soft plasrca is transported down to the atmo
sphere is still an open question as is the entry mode of the plasma 
which populates the dayside boundary layer located just inside of the 
magnetopause and overlapping the outer boundary of the hot ring cur
rent plasma This dayside boundary layer and the plasma mantle ad
jacent to the cusp region have been detected during the mission of 
the ESRO satellite KEOS-2 [ 25,26 3. 

4. ELECTRIC FIELDS 

4.1 ELECTRIC FIELDS ORTHOGONAL TO MAGNETIC LIKES OF FORCE 

Besides of the direct influence of particle precipitation, magneto-
spheric dynamic manifests itself by ionospheric polar current systems 
and electric fields. Whereas the investigation of ionospheric current 
systems is a very old field of auroral research, an experimental ap
proach to the problem of electric fields is only a few years old. 

Techniques by which electric fields could be determined directly or 
Indirectly arei 
(1) Measurement of the potential difference between two probes, bal

loon-borne (e.g. [27 J), rocket and satellite-borne (e.g. [ 2B, 
29). 

(2) Measurement of plasma flew anisotrqpy with retarding potential 
analysers in sounding rockets and satellites {e.g. [ 30,311) and 
in principle belonging to the same category the derivation of 
ion flow velocities, from measurements of the ion distribution 
function with a cylindrical plate electrostatic analyser (e.g. 
[32 1. 
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(3) Measurement of the motion of artificial ion cloud releases 
t 33Î. 

(4) Measurements by mean» of the Incoherent scatter xadax [34 )• 

The only one facility of the latter kind presently operating in the 
auroral zone is stationed at Chatanika, Alaska. A seconâ one will 
be added in 1970, the European facility EISCAT at Tromstf. 

Figure 9 shows the results of measurements of horizontal electric 
field components after Hozer and Lucht [ 35 1 which cover all geo
magnetic local times. They were obtained from 32 balloon flights 
in the auroral zone. These curves represent one hour averages during 
the individual flights. They give an idea of the great variety of 
the field strengths obtained at different times but prove at the same 
time an average systematic behaviour of the field versus local time* 
This is evident front the averages of all flights which are shown in 
Figure 10, 

These values mapped in the equatorial plane (Fig» 11) fit qualitative
ly well into the general picture of a sunward streaming plasma accord
ing to the original ideas of Axford and Bines (36 ] adapted later on 
to observational facts by Nlshida [37 ] and Brice [38 ] . plasma 
streaming and electric field strengths E correspond each other after 
the relation E » -v x B whereby v is the velocity of the plasma stream
ing in a magnetic field B. These measurements are also compatible 
with the data obtained from polar orbiting satellites, which have been 
summarized by Beppner [ 29 ] and Gurnett [ 39 ]. 

The measurements are also in agreement with models according to which 
the plasma convection across the polar cap is adequately described 
by a two cell pattern, corresponding to the schema as qualitatively 
was drawn by Gurnett [ 39 ] and shown in Figure 12, The order of magni
tude of the convection speed in case of a more uniform convection is 
> 7S ism/a (dotted or hatched regions], in cases of maximum convection 
near the reversal boundary Vç^ < 75 ta/s (white regions}.. The polar 
cap potential drop ranges between 20 and 230 kV with an average value 
of 5o kV, This corresponds to average field strengths in the order 
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of 20 iaV/ra increasing after reversal at the polar cap boundary to 
about 60-100 mV/m. I t decreases then equatorwards with decreasing 
latitude A according to theoretical considerations by EMcosX) , 
on merely geometrical grounds assuming uniform E, in the equatorial 
plane i t would follow E«(eos2X)"2 [ t o ] , 

Khereas the electric field across the polar cap exhibits qualitative
ly persistent features i t appears to be rather dynamic across the 
Hareng discontinuity. The Horang discontinuity i s defined as the 
dividing surface between positive and negative bay disturbances in 
the U-component of the geomagnetic field. It appears after the 
measurements of Maynard t 41 ] with OGO-6 as a reversal of the north-
south-componcnt in the pre-midnight region* which can be found over 
several hours in magnetic local time. 

An important problem poses the question after the electric field across 
the polar cu£=(p projection in the ionosphere. Gurnett [39 ] found an 
eastward electric field using polar orbiting satellite data. This 
finding could be confirmed by rocket launches of Maynard and Johnston 
t 42). Such a field points to an anti-sunward convection in the cusp 
region. In the light of new ideas on the entry of interplanetary 
plasma in the magnetosphere t 43 ] this question should be thoroughly 
investigated. 

The coupling of the Interplanetary magnetic field with the convection 
across the polar cap i s evidenced by the so-called Heppner effect. 
Thereafter the electric field and hence the plasma flow tends to be 
stronger on that side of the polar cap where the azlnuthal component 
of the Interplanetary field and the projection of the earth magnetic 
field into the equatorial plane point roughly in the same direction, 
i . e . an away from the sun field (along the spiral) causes an enhance* 
ment of the flow on the north polar cap on the dawn side, at the south 
polar cap on the dusk side. The reverse i s true for a towards the 
sun IMF. 

As the whole ionospheric current system shifts accordingly, this effect 
i s measurable with conventional magnetometers at appropriately located 
stations in high latitudes [ 44-46 3. 
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- hr.s A).BO been observed that during periods in which the IMF is 
i-rccted southwards the polar field nay increase several times with 
oscect to the periods in which the interplanetary field is directed 
northwards I 47 3. 

roth effects point to an external driving mechanism of the magneto-
H^rric plasma motion. An external v * B field could be mapped dovm 
in the polar ionosphere if interplanetary field lines were connected 
with geomagnetic field lines. In case of a south-pointing component 
et the INF there seems to be no more any conceptual difficulty today. 
us, howeverr the dawn to dusk potential dropi although varying, is 
enviously a rather persistent feature the mechanism must also work 
uhvn the IMF is pointing in other directions than north-Bouth. 

concerning the latter more general case the reader is referred to a 
sodel discussed by Gonzalez and Mozer 148 ]. Without going into de
tails of this problem it may be stated that accordingly to the hither
to available measurements the electric field in the dawn dusk meri
dian plane across the polar cap is generally directed from dawn to 
dusk. Figure 13 taken from a review paper of Roederer corresponds 
to this experience. It shows also the stream lines of the plasma in 
the geomagnetic equatorial region between the magneto- and plasma-
pause, the flow being directed sunward. This flow conveefcs the closed 
cagnetic field lines from the nightside to the dayside and the cor
responding equatorial electric field is mapped down along the magnetic 
field lines into the ionosphere, equatorward of the polar cap flow. 

the Ionosphere, more or less conducting, as to the degree of ionization 
through solar ultraviolet and X-radiation and particle precipitation, 
reacts on the field by electric currents and modifies it. Since the 
ionospheric electric field and possibly fields parallel to the magne
tic field lines must finally add up to the potential drop between the 
«quipotential surfaces in the magnetosphere the field adjusts Itself 
to varying conditions in the magnetosphere and the ionosphere in a 
*elf-consistent manner. Concerning the reaction of the ionosphere there 
seems to he some controversy how the electric field adjusts itself to 
the variation o£ the conductivity. Using the technique of determinating 



the bulk flow of the plasma from the velocity distribution function» 
Hhalcn et al. t 32 ) have shown that the electric field in an auroral 
arc is by an order of magnitude smaller than outside. 

Compatible herewith is the finding of Hoynard et al* t « ) that an 
anti-correlation exists between the electric field strength and ener
getic electron fluxes at M 5 keV. contradictory results from simul
taneous measurements with double probe detectors and barium cloud re
leases have been published by Kelley et al, l 50 ]. This question 
deserves therefore still further clarification. 

The present overall view may be summarized by saying that the elec
tric field is mainly a consequence of an external driving mechanism 
but controlled drastically by the instabilities in the different 
phases of substonus. The magnitude of the ionospheric currents, how
ever, is essentially determined by the changes of the ionospheric 
conductivity and to a much lesser degree associated with a change of 
the electric field. Brekke et al. [ 51 ] derived from Chatanika in
coherent scatter data that during quiet times the ratio of the height 
integrated Ball to Pedersen conductivity amounts to €„/€_ ~ 2 but that 
it increases significantly during negative bays, when the electric 
field Is in a south-westward direction. So much about electric fields 
perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force. 

4.2 ELECTRIC FIELDS PARALLEL TO MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE 

Observations of electric potential drops parallel to magnetic field 
lines which seem to suggest the existence of electric fields parallel 
to high latitude magnetic lines of force have been reported since 1961 
(for'references see Evans t 52}). The evidence is based on more or 
less direct measurements of the electric field by probes and plasma 
current measuring techniques, by observations of precipitating auroral 
particles. In the latter case unusual pitch angle distributions, per
haps most convincing a pitch angle distribution strongly aligned with 
the magnetic field, anomalous backscatterlng of electrons from the 
atmosphere, nearly monoenergetic spectrums of electrons have been re
ported. 



Evans [52) has investigated the consequences of a potential dif
ference of 400 V on a Haxtrellian primary energy spectrum with a 
characteristic energy of 800 eV taking into account a backscatter 
spectrum composed of backscattered primaries and secondaries. The 
latter two species will be specularly reflected as far as they can
not surmount the potential diffiance. By adding up both kinds of 
particle fluxes the result fits excellently :.« spectra observed by 
Frank and Ackeraon [S3 ) (Fig, 14). 

nultqvist I 7 ) emphasizod that the simple model practically in
cludes ail the various observations of particle flux characteristic! 
in auroral arcs» Irrespective of this interesting result the question 
of the "parallel" electric fields is presently one of the most Im
portant problems which should be intensively investigated particular
ly also by artificial particle injection. 

About the origin of the still somewhat hypothetical electric field 
components there are two competitive lines of thought. They agree 
that parallel electric fields axe a consequence of Birkeland currents. 
Ihe one line is* however, based on the assumption that anomalous re
sistivity, the other one that double layers aire the cause, in the 
case of anomalous resistivity (see the review of Sagdeev t 54 ]) the 
potential drops would be distributed over rather large distances, in 
the case of double layers they would span only short distances in the 
order of some Debye lengths (see the review of Block [ 55 J). In both 
cases the Birkeland currents must exceed a certain threshold. 

5. CURRENTS 

5.1 IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS 

Two categories of equivalent current systems in the E-region of the 
ionosphere have been derived from magnetic disturbances measured by 
the net of geomagnetic observatoriest 
U ) those systems that contain intense currents confined to about 6 

or less in latitudinal extent, flowing in the auroral oval and 
(2) systems with spatially broad dimensions without sharp boundaries 

of magnltudinal changes of current densities. 
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The first type i s usually referred to as electrojet system (Fig. 
IB}, The second one, non-electrojet system, was considered to ba 
of the S p type {polar daily variation on magnetic quiet days) 
except that the disturbance vas found to be worldwide, i . e . not re
stricted to polar regions. Nishlda and coworkers derived correla
tions with the interplanetary magnetic north-south component and 
named this S p «llke system DP 2 (for reference see Nichida and Ko-
kubun to 76)) (Pig. 16). 

Host significant advances in this field are based on the analysis of 
data from the 0G0 2» 4 and 6 polar orblter satel l i tes. The result 
concerning the two systems Is condensed according to Langel [ 57 Î 
la the conceptual drawing of Figure 17. Xt represents In principle 
a composite of the two current systems, the high latitude sunlit 
currents (BLS> and the eleetrojets. No attempt was mada to show con
tinuity in regions where the influence of field-aligned currents could 
be essential. So i t remains an Important problem to f i t the current 
systems into a three-dimensional divergence-free one* 

Before turning to field-aligned currents I would like to point to a 
technique for the determination of a differentiated structural pic
ture of the electrojets. This can be obtained by a oultibeam auroral 
radar system which has been introduced by Greenwald et al. [ 58 ] , It 
allows to derive the latitudinal extent of the electrojet and discrete 
structures and their notions in the longitudinal sector of the total 
radar beam extent» 

5.2 FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS 

After the original suggestions of Birkeland and Alfven the idea of 
field-aligned currents caste up again, when evidence augmented that 
magnetospheric electromotive forces are responsible at least in part 
for driving ionospheric current systems. The sequence of ideas and 
evidences which restarted 1966 with papers by Cumnings I 59 ] , Hong 
and Akasofu 160 1 may be followed on the base of references given in 
the review paper by Anderson and VondraJc [61 ) . The most important 
observational contribution which i s presently available is based on 
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I 
nata obtained with a three-axis flux gate magnetometer on board of V. 
the Navy/API* Triad satellite. It was launched in autumn 1972 into t 
« nearly circular orbit at GOO km altitude. Analysed and interpre- h 
ted results have been published in a series of papers by Armstrong f 
and Znuda and coworkers [ 62 - 66 ]. i 
The results can be summarized as follows* Magnetic disturbances due 
to field parallel currents are observed during nearly ave; y pass of 
the satellite* even during geomagnetic quiet times. The intensities 
of the currents range between 0.2 to 5 pA/m2. The distribution of 
the currents which have been measured are shown in Figure 18. The 
currents at the poleward boundaries of the regions marked in the fi
gure are directed 
- into the ionosphere on the morning side* 
- out of the ionosphere on the evening side. 
The same is true on the southern hemisphere. 

The Birkeland currents appear always as a pair of sheet currents at 
all local times. Yasuhara et aU t 66] have found that the intensity 
of the upward current in the evening sector is higher than the down
ward current* the ratio being in the average 2:1. In addition, the 
upward current is more closely related with geomagnetic activity than 
the downward one. This suggests different sources in the magneto-
sphere . 

In a series of three papers, Akasofu, Kauide and others [ 67-69 J 
analysed and discussed the now available material concerning substonn 
conditions, including particularly that obtained with the Triad and 
DHSP satellites and by means of the Chatanika radar. They arrived at 
a new model for the electro jet system shown in Figure 14. The verti
cal arrows represent the field-aligned currents« the dotted area the 
region of the westward electrojet. It is seen that the connection 
between the in and outward flowing currents is not simply north-south 
or east-west, but somewhere In between in the post-midnight region. 
The flow Is obviously still more complicated in the evening sector. 
These conclusions are based on observations with the Chatanika radar. 
There appear no significant ionospheric return currents from the elec-
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trojets In the polar cap and in mid-latitudes. It was, therefore» 
concluded that the electrojets must mostly be supplied by the field-
aliçned currents. According to Figure 19 the field-aligned currents 
on the poleward side are thought to be supplied by the partial dis
ruption of the nagnetotail currents, whereas the equatorward parts 
should close via the equatorial ring current. 

This new model should be seen together with the composite equivalent 
current system shown in Figure 17, proposed by tangel [57 ) . To fit 
these systems together and to substantiate a complete three-dimensional 
and gapless model by synoptic and differentiated observations and 
theory should be one of the major aims of the IMS. 

6. PARTITION AND EFFECTS OF ENERGY INPUT 
The aurora and the magnetic disturbances are visible and measurable 
manifestations of a more or less continuous energy input in the atmo
sphere. As this energy release is certainly controlled by the solar 
activity, it is an important but as yet unsolved question whether 
through magnetosphecic-ionospheric-atmospheric coupling also a certain 
control of weather and cliiaate by the solar activity could be achieved. 
Since the amount of energy released in stibstorms is certainly a negli
gible quantity compared e.g. with the release in thunder
storms, the influence* if any, must be due to minor but qualitative 
changes in the atmosphere. 

Figure 20 shows a chain of reactions which are involved in the energy 
dissipation of a substorn in the atmosphere. It has been used by 
Rees [ 70 ] to estimate the percentage of energy consumed by different 
auroral processes. The estimated partition of energy between the dif
ferent processes is shown in Table 1. One can see that only 3.7 % 
la used for visible, near UV and IR radiation. More than So % is con
sumed by ion chemistry, quenching and dissociation and finally con
verted to heating of the neutral gas. 16 % are still missing in the 
balance. There are r however, reasons to assvroe that an appreciable 
fraction of the ions and atoms due to ionization and dissociation of 
atmospheric gases by electron bombardment is highly excited and ra
diates in the extreme UV regions [ 70 ]. 
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Becs includes also the effect of electric fields to calculating 
joule heating by the ionospheric currents. The comparison of the 
energy dissipation on account of the existing electric fields and 
the amount due to electron bombardment, listed up in Table 2, shows 
that-and this will be the rule during substorms- if precipitation 
of particles and the enhancement of the electric field are inter
dependent (column,- 1 kR, 5577 aurora) the two shares are of about 
equal Bite. 

The docisive effect on the atmosphere may be that the ion species 
which are formed undergo chemical reactions and are transported to 
other altitudes where they react again. Probably* the most promising 
way is to simultaneously measuring the reaction of the atmospheric 
composition on the magnetospheric dynamics in situ. As an example 
cay be mentioned that Haitt et at* I 71 ] have carried out a correspond
ing study with data from an ionospheric experiment, a neutral gas 
analyser and a medium and low particle experiment of the satellite 
ESRO IV. Diey found drastic changes in the ratio ntCO/nW*) from 
7/1 to 1/1 from magnetic quiet to Kp ** 5, decrease in n(He) f increase 
of n&VO and practically no change in n(0) in an altitude of 250 km 
over a wide zonal range. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it may be stated that inspite of the enormous progress 
which has been made in the understanding of the auroral phenomena 
since the beginning of the space age, many problems must still be 
solved. Beyond that, it is quite certain that improved techniques 
will permit us to aim at solutions which hitherto had still to re
main out of our scope. 
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THEOUIET MAGNETOSPHERE 

"sure 1. Seetch of the plasma configuration of the terrestrial 
magnetosphere under quiet solar wind conditions, qua
litatively and not in scale (after Roederer, J.G. 1976, 
BOSS?, S3-62). 



Figure 2, Auroral oval at different degrees of geomagnetic acti
vity defined by the Q index (after Feldstein, Y„i. and 
Starkov, 6. 1967, Plwwt. Space Soi, 16, 209-229). 
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Figure 3a. Diffuse aurora under quiet conditions (after Anger, CD, 
et al, 1974, in Magnetospherie Vhyriae, Ed. B.M. McCoxma* 
D. Seid&l Publ. Co.» DordxKchtSolUtnd» 357-36$), H a 
geomagnetic midnight. 

Figure 3b. Plot of 8 D , the invariant latitude of the equatorward 
boundary of the diffuse auroral belt at magnetic local 
midnight against the values of Kp at the corresponding 
tine of observation (after Lui, A.T.Y. et al. 1975, J, 
Geophys. Bee, 80? 3603-3614). ' 



Figure 4. Average differential fluxes of precipitated electrons (a) 
and protons (b) of 6 keV energy for low geomagnetic acti
vity (1 < Kp < 3) measured during a 20-months period from 
October 1968 to June 1970 with the ESRO 1 A satellite. 
Unitst particles cnr*s"1sr*"1keVl. Coordinates: eccentric 
dipole tine and practically invariant geomagnetic latitude. 
Original is coloured (after Riedler, w. and Borg, H. 1972» 
Spaae Research XII, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1397-1403). 
Courtesy of Prof. Riedler. 

Breakup-type 
Electron Aurora 

Figure 5, 

Diffuse-type 
Electron Aurora 

OiMuse-type Electron Aurora Breakup-type Electron Aurora 

Schematic diagrams showing the emission regions of proton 
and olectron auroras during the (left) quiet and (right) 
expansion phases (after Fukur.ishi, H. 1975, J. Gcophys. 
Res, 80, 6SZ-5T4). 



Particle Precipitation Energy Budget 

Process 
Energy 

Sink 
Ion chemistry (chemically stored 7%) 

Neutral heating Quenching 
Dissociation 

35% 
21% 
4% 

Ionization maintenance 11% 
»,.i.-,<-«,». Visible, near W, near IR Radxatxon M.U.V., F.U.V. 3.7% 

6.3% 

Raising T e and T. 

Bremsstralilung 37. 

Long wave E.M. radiation 

Table 1. After Reoc, M.H. 1975, Planet. Space Soi. 83, 1SS$-1SSB 

E Energy (ergs cm'2 see"1) 
).S5J7 brightness Energy 

(erfjs cm*2 s ee ' 1 ) CmV/m) 

H e p r o f i l 

no aurora 

es 
1 kR 

5577 aurora 

1 1.35 20 0.22 2.S7 

3 4.0 40 0.95 10.3 

10 13.5 60 2.40 26.8 

30 40.0 

Ccnparison of energy input in the atmosphere by electron 
bombardment (kinetic energy) and orthogonal electric 
field (potential energy) with and without aurore (after 
Rees, M.H. 1975, Planet. Space Soi. 23, 1589-1596). 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between tiie 
leading edge of an expanding electron bulge and the 
hydrogen emission zone in the late evening to nidnight 
region, ttie densely dotted area in the emission zone 
of proton auroras represents the region of the enhanced 
hydrogen emission (H0) (after Fukunishi, H. 1975/ <7. 
Geophys. Fee* 80^ 553-574). 
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Figure 7 If the energy spectrum of electrons is assumed to be 
Maxwellian, i.e. F(E)=AE exp(-E/o)« where A is a constant, 

- E the electron energy and a the energy of peak electron 
flux <a referred to as characteristic energy), the photo
metrically derived o of precipitating electrons shews 
remarkable changes depending from the invariant latitude 
around the noon sector ol the auroral oval. These are 
considered to be typical signatures for the position of 
the dayside cusp (78° to Bl° invariant latitude) and its 
poleward and equatorward adjacent regions Carter Sivjee, 
G.G. and Hultqvist, B. 1975, Planet. Space Soi, ££, 1597-
2601), 
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Figure 6, simultaneous observations of energetic electron inten

sities vith E > 45 keV (bottom panel) and electron energy 
fluxes for 50 eV s E S 15 keV (top panel) at a - 0° and 
90° (after Frank. l.«. et al. 1976, J. Gecptye. See. in, 
ISS-ie?). 

~4 8 a 16 80 24 LOCAL TIME 
Figure 9. One hour averages of electric field cecronents measured 

In a non-rotating fraoe of reference on 32 balloons flown 
in the auroral zone (after Mozer» F.S. and locht, P. 1974, 
J. Gcopky*. Sit. 73, 1001-1006}. 



Figure 10. Hourly averages of the data presented in Figure 9« The 
solid curves are empirical fits to the data satisfying 
the constraints imposed by curl E = 0 that the 24 hours 
average westward field be zero (after Mozer, F.S. and 
Lucht. P, 1974, J, Geophye, Bee, 79> 2002-2006). 

Figure 21. Hourly averaged electric field vectors plotted in the 
equatorial plane of a non-rotating frame of reference 
as viewed from above the north pole. The solid curves 
are electric equipotcntials deduced frca the experi
mental data on the assumption that the electric field 
is uniform across the tail at a tailward distance of 
15 Rg from the earth (after Nozer, F.S. and Lucht, P. 
1974, «T, Geophye. Res. 79, 1001-1006). 



( I ) MAXIMUM CONVECTION VELOCITIES 
NEAR THE ELECTRIC FIELD 

REVERSAL BOUNDARY 

( « NEARLY UNIFORM CONVECTION 
OVER THE POLAR CAP 

ESSJ SUNWARD CONVECTION 
(>.75 KM/SEC) 

f%M ANTI-SUNWAflOCONVECTiON 
(> .75 KM/SEC) 

C 3 CONVECTION VELOCITY 
t« .76 KM/SEC) 

Figure 12. Schematic diagram showing "average" convection patterns 
observed by INJUN V and OGO-6, ranging from (a) distinct
ly non-uniform and often asymmetrical anti-sunward flow 
over the polar region to lb) essentially uniform anti-
sunward flow over the entire polar cap (after Gurnett, 
D.A. 1972, in Critical Problems of Magnetoepherio Physics, 
HAS, Washington* 223-138). 



Figure 13. K scetch of the steady-state e lect r ic field configuration 
on tile dawn-dusk meridional plane of the magnetic field. 
(Solid lines) Projection of the magnetic field lines on 
the dawn-dusk meridional plane, {dotted lines) electr ic 
field l ines , (dashed lines) e lectr ic equipotenttals on 
the geomagnetic equator (after Roederer, J.G. 1974, 
Science 183, 37-46). 
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Figure 14. Model electron energy spectrum computed by assuming a 
400 V potential difference along a magnetic field line 
and an unenergized Maxwellian electron distribution of 
temperature of 8oo eV and density of 5 cm*3 (solid l ine). 
The data represent an electron spectrum observed by 
Frank and Ackerson, 1971 (after Evans, D.S. 1974, J* 
Ceophye. Bee. ££, 2853-2858}. 

Figure 15, Equivalent current systems for the auroral electrojet: 
(a) the classical two-celled DP system, other names 
being DS or DPI; (b) from Akasofu et al* 1965; (c) frcs 
Feldstein 1969 and <d) from Sugiura and Eeppncr 1972. 
(Taken from Langel, R.A. 1974, J. Geoptye. Pee. 79, 2S73-
2392). 
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Figure 16. Noneleetrojet or high platitude sunlit current systems (HLS). 
(a) Northern h?.aisphere equivalent current system of noan 
dally variations on quiet days for the June solstice; 
2X10*1 A flows between streamlines. Ct>) Northern hemisphere 
equivalent system, same as (a) but for the December sol
stice (from Nagata and Kokubun 1962). (c} The DPC current 
froB Feldstein 2969; 10* A flows between streamlines. 
Id) The pp2 for December 2, 2963, the records of OP2 being 
shaded {from Nishida and Kokubun 1971). (e) The equivalent 
current system of DF2 after (d) t S^lO1* A flows between 
streamlines. (Taken from Lange 1, R.A. 1974, J. Geophys. 
Has. 79> 2273-2393). 

Figure 1?. Conceptual drawing of ionospheric HLS currents as sources 
for the deviations AB from an undisturbed geomagnetic 
field with the electro jet current system (after Langel, 
R.A. 1974, J. GeophyB* Bea. ?$, Z373-B392). 



Figure 16. Locations and directions of field-aligned currents de
termined from the Triad magnetometer data (after Potemra, 
T.A. et al, 1975, EOS 56, 617-618). 
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Figure 19. (a) Proposed current system for the polar magnetic sub-
storm. Vertical arrows represent the field-aligned cur
rents at the poleward and eguatorward boundaries of the 
auroral oval. The dotted area represents the region of 
the westward electrojet. 
(b) Schematic illustration of the three-dimensional cur
rent model for the magnetospheric substora, 
(After Kamide , Y. et al. 1976, Planet. Space Soi, 84^ 
215-222). 
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FIRST O B S E S M K i N CP EtECÏKJSÏATIC ACCELERATION OF BAKUM IONS 
INTO THE MAGNETOSPHERE 

G. Haerendelt E. Rieger, A. Valemuela & fl. FSppl 
Max-Planok-InsHtut fiir PhyHk itnâ Astrophyeik 

Gax<ohtng-bei-Mlinchen3 Germany 

B.C. Stenbaek-Hielsen i B.H. Weacott 
University of Alaska 
College, Alaska, USA 

The experiments with barium ion jets have three major objectives: 
(1) search for the existence of appreciable electric potential 
differences along magnetic lines of force; (2) comparison of the trans
verse plasma convection at widely different altitudes along the same 
f ield lines; (3) determination of the geometry of f ie ld lines over 
distances of several R,. 

I t was to be expected that we would meet the conditions of objective 
(1) only occasionally. To our surprise we could observe upward directed 
accelerations in our two very f i rs t shaped charge injections above 
400 km. This is , of course, not quite accidental since we chose regions 
of strong, field-aligned electric currents for these experiments. 
Theoreticians mostly agree that anomalous plasma conditions which 
sustain strong voltages along f ield lines are l ikely to be linked to 
intense field-aligned currents (e.g. Kindel and Kennel, 1970; 
and Block and Falthammar, 1976). 

These experiments were one element of a set of experiments flown 
with altogether 8 sounding rockets in an international rocket 
campaign at Sdndre Strdmfjord (Greenland) for exploration of the 
low altitude extension of the polar cusp. Groups from Denmark, 
Sweden, Austria, the UK and USA participated as well. The barium 
shaped charge experiments were part of three Black Brant IVa payloads 
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Figure 1 : Barium ion j e t of rocket f l ight on Jan. 11, 1975, from 

Sandre Strdmfjord at 7 minutes after Injection. 

Figure 2: Upward motion of upper t ip of barium ion je t (Dec. 17, 

1974). Solid l ine: Adiabatic path of an ion with i n i t i a l 

velocity of 12.6 ten/sec parallel to B. The later deviation 

of the data from an extrapolation of dashed l ine 1s due ' 

to the decreasing brightness. 



Integrated at the Max-Planck-Institut fiir extraterrestrische Physifc. 
The payloads contained, in addition, several particle detectors of 
the HPE and the University of California at Berkeley (Torbert and 
Carlson, 197E), electric f ie ld experiments, retarding potential 
analyzers and Langmuir probes of the same group, Faraday rotation 
experiments of the Technische Hochschule Graz and magnetometers of 
the University of Braunschweig. Here, we wi l l discuss only preliminary 
results of the barium Ion je t experiments. 

Only two of the three shaped charge experiments operated. The fl ights 
took place on Dec. 17, 1974, and Jan. 11, 1975, at about 0930 magnetic 
local time and 75° magnetic latitude. The injections were made at 
about 600 km altitude under relatively quiet magnetic conditions 
(Kp = 2+, lo , respectively). Figure 1 shows a composite mounting of 
several TV frames taken at the observation site a t Thule. (Other 
observation sites were at Srfndre Strjlntfjord, Godhavn, Umanak (Green
land), at Cold Lake (Alberta) and Fairbanks (Alaska)). The only 
information about accelerations along the direction of the magnetic 
f ield stems from tracking of the upper t ip of the 1on j e t . Figure 2 
shows a height versus time plot of the t ip of the j e t injected on 
Dec. 17. The solid line defines the path of particles with in i t i a l 
speeds as found in this particular experiment, i f the motion Is entire
ly adiabatic, i . e . only subject to the Lorentz and gravitational 
forces. Above 2500 km a strong deviation from the adiabatic path is 
noticed. The increase of upward velocity corresponds to a gain of 
energy of 190 eV. The only conceivable vray of achieving this acceleration 
seems to be a transit through a potential difference of at least 
190 V. At this time, there was no auroral arc visible underneath the 

barium j e t ; but diffuse red aurora, as typical for the polar cusp 
ionosphere, was observed in this area (Hikkelsen and Stockflet-
Jdrgensen, private communication). 

Since the early measurements of Mcllwain (1960) numerous reports 
of peculiar energy spectra and pitch-angle distributions of auroral 
particles have been given implying the existence of electric 
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potential differences up to many keV above the Ionosphere. Time of 
flight arguments have led to localizations of these regions between 
a few 1000 km and the equator. Whether the processes supporting the voltages 
are plasma turbulence or electric double layers or other mechanisms Is 
not known (s. recent review by Block and Faïthamrar, 1976). Also this 
experiment does not reveal the nature of the accelerating mechanism, 
but i t locates It at an altitude of a few 1000 km. quite In agreement 
with the argument given by Klndel and Kennel (1970) for the likely 
occurrence of current-driven anomalous resistivity. The reason why 
sharp jumps of potential (double layer) cannot be separated from more 
distributed voltages Is that the integration time of the TV-pictures 
1s several seconds. Only i f there was a stationary sharp potential 
jump, would 1t cause an observable drop (or increase) in brightness 
along the barium streak. In this, as well as in the second experi
ment we did not see any indication of a sudden change of brightness 
along the ion je t . 

The second barium injection occurred right above an auroral arc. 
From comparison of the electron and proton data Torbert and Carl son 
(1976) deduced the existence of a voltage of about 2 kV at an altitude 
of 3.5 Rp. The barium ions did not exhibit any sign of acceleration 
for the f irst minutes on their way up or the first few 1000 km of 
altitude. The data shown in Figure 3 agree well with the adiabatlc 
motion of barium ions with an initial speed of 12.7 km/sec and an 
injection angle of 41° with respect to J5, as was achieved accidental
ly. For about 10 minutes there were no auroral arcs in the neighborhood 
of the field lines occupied by the barium jet. The transverse electric 
field was less than 25 nil/a. At 11.5 minutes after injection, bright 
(green) auroral arcs appeared in the general area of the barium jet 
(as projected into the lower ionosphere). The jet consisted of two 
major streaks; the splitting into these streaks had occurred already 
Immediately after injection. At this onset of auroral activity» one 
of the jets started to move at much enhanced speed towards the north
east. Also the low altitude ion cloud, which resulted from the slow 
part of the initial velocity distribution and had settled at a height 
of about 260 km, showed the sudden increase of the transverse electric 



f ie ld from about 15 to 140 «rtf/m. These data are contained In the lower 
part of Figure 5. 

The most remarkable fact mas the fast growth In 7ength of the preced
ing high altitude barium streak starting after 11.5 minutes when I ts 
upper t ip had reached a height of 7500 km. Figures 4 a-c show the 
projections of the two streaks (solid lines) onto the celestial sphere 
for three consecutive times separated by one minute. The reason for 

Figure 3: In i t i a l upward motion of upper t ip of barium ion j e t 
(Jan. 11 , 1975). Solid l ine; Adiabatie path of an ion 
with In i t i a l velocity of 12.7 km/sec and a pitch-angle 
of 41°. Comparison with the dashed-dotted l ine, which 
assumes injection parallel to B, demonstrates the 
adiabaticity of the in i t ia l motion. 
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figure 4: Solid lines: Observed projections of two streaks of the 
barium ion jet of Jan. 11, 1975, onto the celestial sphere 
of the observer at ThuTe (Greenland), (a) 14.9 
(b) 15.8 (c) 17.0 minutes after injection. Dashed 
lines: projections of field lines according to model 
field GSFC 12/66 originating near lower end of barium 
streaks with height marks. 
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this presentation 1s that , at this time, the brightness of the jets 

was already so low that only the nost sensitive TV-camera situated at 

Italie could register then sufficiently wel l . Hence triangulation was 

not possible. 

The figures show, furthermore, some attempts to f i t the geometry 

of the streaks by f ie ld lines projected onto the celestial sphere of 

the observer at Thule and starting at the lower end of the streaks 

which could be fa i r l y reliably located by comparison with the low 

altitude cloud. The uncertainty In distance from the observer Is 

taken care of by choosing three different f ie ld lines which are 

150 km apart at the lower end of the streaks («=3000 km) along the 

line of sight. The magnetic f ie ld model is the GSFC 12/66 model which 

does not include the effect of t a i l currents and the Chapman-Ferraro 

current. At the lower altitudes (below the tangent point of observation 

which 1s at about 10 000 Ion) there is already a noticeable deviation 

of the model f ie ld lines from the observed geometry which becomes 

( i , IÏ Jt> II.Kit 
fej.ilit. I U H U I 

Figure 5: Upward velocity of upper end of barium 1on jet (Jan. 11, 
1975) (upper panel) and transverse electric field projected 
to 100 km level as derived from low altitude portion of ion 
jet (lower panel). 



very strong at higher altitudes. I t Is remarkable that the deviations 
are in the opposite directions for the two streaks. The deviation of the 
actual f ie ld lines from the model f i e ld , which neglects external 
current sources, Is in the sense of the bending of dayslde f ie ld lines 
into the t a i l as established by satel l i te magnetometers (Fairf ield 
and Ness, 1970). Attempts are at present going on to achieve better 
f i t s of the observed geometry, iti particular by Including field-aligned 
current effects. 

Because of the lack of triangulation and a good f i t of the f ie ld 
geometry, i t Is not possible to establish the alt itude of the tipper 
end of the f i r s t streak with a good degree of accuracy. At this stage 
we have to apply wide error bars (s. Figure 5) . But even so i t 1s 
beyond doubt that the upward velocity increased by roughly one order of 
magnitude after 11.S ninutes. This means that the energy gain was of 
the order of several keV (the l ine through the center of the error 
bars corresponds to 7.4 keV, the lowest energy compatible with the 
data is 4.7 keV). The other streak did not show any remarkable increase 
of length. 

Further interpretation of these data is s t i l l on the way. In this 
note we want to point out merely that, for the f i r s t time, barium ions 
have been seen subject to strong acceleration along the magnetic lines 
of force above the ionosphere giving visible proof to theories which 
locate the auroral acceleration mechanisms at Intermediate altitudes 
between the ionosphere and the upper nagnetosphere. 
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SUPÎOTHEFMflL ELBCTHON FLUXES 
DURING \ffiKEUS SHMES OF tfJFORftL SOBSTOBMS 

/ . J . Sogkay ft,J. Raitt â A*D, Johnstone 
Nultarc Space Science Laboratory 

Dorking, UK 

Introduction 

Host of the attentipn in studies of auroral particle precipitation hug 

been focussed on those particles having energies in the kiloelectronvolt 

range because they usually carry most of iùe corpuscular energy deposited in 

the atmosphere* It is now becoming clear that electrons in the euprathermal 

range 5 eV to 500 eV also aloy an important role in magnetosphere-ionospbere-

atmosphere coupling. Observations of field-aligned currents and particle 

fluxes (Choy et al 1971, S piger and Anderson 1975) show that a major part of 

the current ia often carried by suprathermal particles. They also play an 

important rale in the generation of auroral hiss (Hoffman and laaspere 1972, 

Uagga 1976). They are formed in ionising collisions between more energetic 

particles and atmospheric?molecules and are thus involved in an essential way 

in the chain of processes-by which the particle energy is dissipated in the 

atmosphere". These hacks cat ter ed particles form part of the magnetospheric 

population of auprathermai particles* 

In this paper we present measurements of suprathermal electrons, made within 

tike upper atmosphère, and relate them to the baaic collision cross-sections of 

the primary particles. «2 also show that the suprathermal electrons behave 

as dynamically as the more energetic electrons in developing field-aligned 

L 
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pitch nn<r]e distributions and energy peaks deep in the atmosphere. The 

implication of this observation is that the parallel electric field which 

accelerates the electrons must act on the particles concurrently with 

atmospheric scattering. 

Observations 

The suprathernal electron detectors designed at the Hullard Space Science 
Laboratory (Busto et al 1976) were flown from Andoya on three Skylarks in 
the United Kingdom High Latitudo Docket Campaign of 1973. Each rockot also 
carried instruments to measure particles in the kiloelectron volt range, 
thermal plasma properties and electromagnetic waves* Details of the three 
Skylark flights S U 121, S U 122 and SL1123 are given in Table 1. 

The Buprathermal particle instrument consisted of a pair of 

TABLE I 

Summary of Bocbet, Flights Carrying 

The SupratUermal Electron Experiment 

Rocket Launch 
Date 

launch 
t i n e (01) 

Apogee 
(Ko) 

Substoim 
'phase 

Spin 
rate 

Local 
time* 

SLU2Î 16 Oct 73 19.44 287 Expansion 3 .2 20.44 

SM122 30 Oct 73 18.51 228 growth 2 .6 19.51 

SU 123 16 Nov 73 23.46 210 Recovery • S.2 23.46 

* Magnetic Midnight a t Andoya occurs at 
approx. 22.00 local time. 
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hemispherical electrostatic analysers with a large geometric factor 

(0.0394 cm sr) t an energy resolution of 2.5# and an angular beam width 

of 12°. They viewed at 22j° and 67^° to the spin axis on opposite sides 

of the rocket and were able to cover the pitch Angle range 0° - 100° in 

one spin of the rocket (^0.3s). At one point in the spin Loth detectors 

viewed approximately the same pitch angle */45° simultaneously. The 

analysers sampled seven, logarithmically spaced, energy levels for 18ms 

each with a 2 as transition period in a sequence of increasing energy, 

followed by a return to the lowest energy taking 20 BIB* The duration of 

a single energy sweep was therefore 100 ms. The counting rates were high 

enough, ranging from 10 to 4000 per 18 ms period, to be able to use 

individual samples in the analysis. With the two detectors four pitch 

ongles were Baupled at each energy for each spin giving the time for a 

t «* 
1 

$IHZ3(REC0VERV PHASE) 

CNERGVfeY) 

Figure 1 Composite energy spectra characteristic of the electron fluxes 

observed during the three rocket flights into different auroral 

substorm phases* 



reasonable pitch angle distribution between 0.3s and 1.0s. Figure 1 shows 

three characteristic electron spectra observed during the three flights* 

Each spectrum being associated with one of the throe main subatorm phases 

and ia composed of data from our suprathenaal experiment and the energetic 

electron experiments of Bothwell and Bryant (private communications)., 

A closer examination of the data reveals that the secondary spectrum 

can be fitted with an inverse power law F(E)CCË~ between 10eV and lOOeV. 

Throughout the three flights, except during field-aligned hursts described 

in detail below, the exponent o* remained in the range 1*8 to 2.2. Host of 

its variation can be attributed to statistical fluctuations. Its dependence 

on the primary electron spectrum is very weak. 

The pitch angle distribution is isotropic within 20$ at pitch angles 

less than 75 • Near 00° the effects of shadowing by the rocket are observed. 

The secondary number flux should be proportioral to the primary number 

or energy flux. In order to test this the flux at 23eV has been compared 

with on integration of the number flux from 500 eV to 25 keV. Since the 

secondary spectrum remains constant in shape (varying as E" ), and the flux 

at 23 eV is always dominated by secondary particles, the 23eV flux is 

proportional to the total secondary flux. The absolute flux is not required 

to study the functional dependence. 

The data show that the secondary flux certainly varies in proportion to 

the primary flux and that there is also a dependence on the primary energy 

spectrum. During the flight of SL1122 the electron spectrum was peaked at 

energies which varied from 2keV to 17keV. Most of the number flux was in 

the peak and so the peak energy has been used to characterise the spectrum. 

It is close to the average energy. For each second of the flight the ratio of 

secondary to primary number flux has been calculated and associated with the 

»L • ffmfmtmnw^nwpHimsiPRW i*JlflP»i"-^-i^-ll«lMMJ*ï».|'iiiiii"iï!.»l.ev«-' 
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peal: energy of the spectrum. The ratios ver* sorteJ into IkeV energy bins, 

according to the peak energy, and averaged. The average ratios are plotted 

in Figure 2* The figure shovra that the number of secondaries produced 

decreases sharply as the primary energy increases. 

the ratio of secondary/primary number flux shows no dependence on altitude. 

In sRBRary we find that: 

1. the secondary spectrum (JOeV^E^iOOeV) varies as E~ * - * with no 

dependence on altitude, or the primary energy spectrum* 

2. the secondary number flux is proportional to the primary number flux, 

3. the ratio of secondary to primary number flux decreases as the primary 

energy increases, 

4« the secondary number flux does not depend on altitude (and thence 

atmospheric density). 

As the keV particles enter the atmosphere they create secondary electrons 

in ionising collisions. The secondary electrons also lose energy to atmospheric 

molecules and create some further secondary particles eventually becoming 

thcrmalised* The creation of secondaries has been studied with model 

calculations (Banks ct al 1974) but the way in which the tbermalisation proceeds 

is uncertain even though the detailed collision processes are reasonably well-

understood (Dalgerno, 1969). 

Our observations show that the spectrum of the secondary electrons is 

sore strongly controlled by the interaction with the atmosphère than by the 

initial collision process ivhich creates them. The Bpectrum of secondary particle 

produced in an ionising collision is strongly dependent on the energy of the 

primary particle while our results show no dependence of the secondary 

spectrum on the primary spectrum. 

The production rate of secondary electrons is proportional to the 

atmospheric density and collision cross-section. The flux observed at any 
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point i s proportional to the volume production rate ahove that point and the 

range of the electrons following their creation. The latter is inversely 

proportional to atmospheric density so that the secondary flux i s independent 

of atmospheric density; as we observe. 

The collision cross-section i s a strong function of the primary energy. 

The variation of secondary flux with primary energy shown in Figure 2 should 

be related to the energy dependence of either the collision cross-section or 

the energy loss cross-section ( collisiou cross-section x mean energy loss). 

Between 1 keV am) 20 UeV the iomer varies as E " 0 ' 0 6 6 and the latter ns E ~ 0 , 7 0 B , 

The data of Figure 2 vary as ET * which lies between the two values. The 

APPLETON-MSSL CAT* 
FROM SUI22 

AVERAGE ENERGY OF PRIMARY 
ELECTRONS ( t V ] 

Figure 3 By plotting the ratio of secondary number flux to the primary 

number flux against the average energy of the primary flux the 

energy dependence of this ratio is demonstrated. A power law of 

exponent -0.87 gives a best fit to the distribution of data 

values. 
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data arc not accurate enough to dot ermine which of the Cwo theoret ical curves 

provides the best f i t » hut the variat ion in the data c l ear ly demonstrates the 

c lose re la t ion between the c o l l i s i o n cross-sect ion ot the primary e lec trons and 

the ambient secondary e lectron f lux. 

BACK6R0UN0 SPECTRUM (SL1T21, T68-75sec( SLM23,195-25sec> 
SPECTRUM PERPENDICULAR TO MAGNETIC FIELD t>80') 
SPECTRUM ALIGNED WITH MAGNETIC FIELO <<20*) 

u 

w 10* 

ISU121I [slmi] 
309-75secs. 258 km. 

ISL1123I 
202-75s*cs. 

ELECTRON ENERGY < EV) 

Figure 3 Examples of the measured spectra for two events during the flight 
of SL1121 and one event during the flight of SL1123, The spectra 
represent 0.5 second averages of the data and show -che spectra of 
particles perpendicular (> 80°) and parallel (<20°) to the geomag
netic field compared with the isotropic background spectra measured 
between events. 
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Fiold-alipnod Bursts 

On a total of 8 occasions during the flight of SL1121 and on one 

occasion during SL1123 an increase in flux was observed at small pitch angles 

over a limited energy range between 50 eV and 500 eV. The duration of the 

bursts ranged from Is to Ss. Three examples of burst spectra are shown ia 

Figure 3 together with a background spectrum. Before and after each burst 

the pitch angle distribution was isotropic and the spectrum iras characteristic 

of the secondary electrons* The pitch angle distribution, for five energies, 

at the beginning, middle and end of one of the SL1121 bursts is ohotm in 

Figure 4 
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Pitch angle distribution of electron fluxes at five 

energies during the SL11S1 event centred on 209.25 sees» elapsed 

flight tine. The data arc 0.5 sec averages. The upper set 

show the pattern just after the start of the event) the middle 

set Bbow the greatest amount of field alignment, the lower set 

show tile situation just before' the distributions return to isotropy 

after the end of the event. 
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Figure 4. At the middle the field-alignment extends from 200 eV to 300 eV. 

A similar plot for the single burst observed by SL1123 shows strong field-

alignment at 100 eV and 230 eV and only a slight effect at 500 eV. 

Daring the bursts the energy with maximum field-alignment changed 

systematically* sometimes increasing, sometimes decreasing. On one occasion» 

tlio burst extended up to 1 keV. Data from the other instruments on the tiro 

rockets show that there were no bursts, or field-aligned fluxes, at energies 

above 1. keV correlated with the suprathermal bursts (P. Bothwell» D.A. Bryant 

private communication). 

The strong field-alignment shown in Figures 3 and 4 is surprising because 

the apogee of the two rockets were S67 bras and 216 bos (Table l ) . At this 

depth in the atmosphère any field-alignment present in the bean before i t 

entered the atmosphere would have been smeared-out by scattering* 

In order to estimate how much effect the scattering would have a Monte 

Carle nod el of the atmospheric interaction has been constructed* In common 

with other authors (see e.g. Evans 1074) we suspect that the field-alignment* 

and the peaked energy spectra» are the signature of a parallel electric field* 

If the scattering smears out any tieId-alignment imposed above the atmosphert 

then the electric field must be present over the altitude range where the 

scattering takes place. Therefore provision has been made in the model to 

include a local parallel electric field. 

The model was based on an atmosphere of atonic oxygen, with an exosplieric 

temperature of either 750°K or 1500°K. The differential cross-sections for 

elastic collisions* excitation and ionisation (Banks et a l , 1974; Hantas, 

1973; Mott and Uassey. 19Q5),were used in the model* The differential cross-

section for ionising collisions is unknown for supratbermal energies BO that 

the elastic scattering differential cross-section was used for both elastic and 



inelastic collisions. Figure 5 shows tlie two electric field model* used in tho 

calculations A large number of electrons were launched parallel to the 

OQgnetic field frô l 800 kms and followed until their onergy fe l l below 50 eV 

or until tfocy reached an altitude of less than S00 km. The model accounted 
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Fignre 5 Schematic diagram of two cases used in Monte Carlo calculations 

of pitch angle distributions. In case 1 a flat, colligated energy 

spectrum was allowed to interact with a model atmosphere and pitch 

angle distributions in the shaded area were studied. In case 2 

a constant parallel electric field was applied with upper 

boundaries at B1-B4 to produce accelerations resulting in final 

energies of 50 + jS. to 50 + /l. electron volts at some altitude 

within the measurement range and indicated by the broken line. 



correctly for the spiral motion of the scattered electrons in the geomagnetic 

field and allowed for backscattering of the electrons. 

Fitch angle distributions and modified energy spectra were obtained at a 

nuaber of altitudes. The nodel produced pitch angle distributions that vrere 

straight lines on a plot of the log (intensity) versus pitch ongle in agreement 

I»5îv1 I «6 tin] 

PircMAMkE(OEG) 

Figure 6 Experimental (SL1121) (solid lines) and theoretical (broken 

lines) pitch angle distributions for two model atmospheres with 

exospheric temperatures of 750°K and 1500°K and parallel electric 

fields of 0, 0.8 and 2.4 mV/m. The dota and theory apply to the 

230 eV measurements of SLU21 taken near 270 ton altitude. 

Linear approximations to the variation of the logarithm of the 

electron fluxes and the pitch angle hove been made for both data 

and theoryi and all curves have been normalised to 10 at 0 

pitch angle. 



with the data fro» the bursts. Observations and model distributions lor various 

field strengths are coaparcd in Figures 6 and 7. In the oase with no electric 

field the initial distribution vas pnroly field-aligned and assumed to be 

energised above the atmosphere. In the other eases tho init ial distribution 

ins 50eV, and field-aligned. Figure 6 which shoos a burst from SM121 at an 

altitude oil265 kns can be accounted lor by a relatively snail parallel electric 

field within the atmosphere. However the burst tram SL1123 shewn in Figure 7 

lno.»l IWIInwl 

Figure 7 Experimental (SL1123) (solid lines) and theoretical (broken 

lines) pitch angle distributions fer two model atmospheres 

with exospheric temperatures of 750̂ K and luOO°K and parallel 

electric fields of 0, 0.8, 2.4 and 10 mV/m. The data and 

theory apply to the 230 e v measurements of SL1123 tsken near -

226 km altitude. See Figure 0 caption for further details. 
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observed such deeper in the atmosphere at 210 bus requires a parallel electric 

field of the order of 10mv/m to account for the field-alignment even when the 

atmosphere i s coldest* 

Conclusions 

The secondary eloctron spectrum is essentially constant in shape and 

determined by i t s interaction with the atmosphere and not the primary electron 

energy spectrum. The secondary electron flux i s strongly dependent on the 

primary electron spectrum. 

Field-aligned hursts observed betiroen 200 km and 300 kn must have been 

formed locally because model calculations show that any field-aligned distribution 

present in the beam at 600 km would have been smeared out before being 

detected. The model calculations also show that, in one case, a parallel 

electric field strength of 10 mv/o extending from 216 km to 236 km can explain 

the observation. 
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ROCKET MEREDEEMENTS OF X-KSXS AID ENERGETIC EUCTRCNS 
THROUGH AN AURORAL ABC 

University of Bergen, Noruay 

INTRODUCTION J 

f. 
Rocket measurement on auroral e lectron prec ip i ta t ion gives j 

information of the electron f luxes on the magnetic f i e l d J 

l i n e s in tersec t ing the rocket trajectory. 

Remote sensing of the electron prec ip i tat ion pattern cover

ing a larger region surrounding the rocket can be performed i 

by studying secondary processes such as the auroral l i g h t £ 
I 

or x-ray Bremsstrahlung. The x-ray i n t e n s i t i e s are weaker ? 
S 

than the in tens i ty from auroral l i g h t , but X-rays give i n - | 

formation on the primary e lectron spectrum and the measure- js 

ment can be performed during f u l l daylight condit ion. § 

With auroral par t i c l e and X-ray detectors on a spacecraft | 

a number of in teres t ing s tudies can be performed. There- x 

fore some attempts have been performed to use t h i s tech- | 

nique in the recent years (Imhof 1974 and ref . there in , S 

Vij e t a l . 1975). In t h i s report we w i l l present some pre- \ 

liminary re su l t s re lated to a study of the s p a t i a l s t ruc - ' 
I ture and time and space variat ions in the primary e lectron S 

f luxes . I 



OBSERVATIONS 

The rocket POLAR 5 was launched from And0ya rocket range 
(69° 17'N 16°B ) February 1, 1976, at 192855 GMT. 
A bright quiet arc was located at approximately 40 eleva
tion at launch tine. Below the arc there was a fairly 
dark region down to ~ 15° . A somewhat fainter arc was lo
cated in the horizon, but its lower border was obscured by 
clouds. During the rocket flight the main arc moved slowly 
southward, and its lower border reached 55° - 50° when it 

km [HEIGHT] 

I K 168 203 219 216 193 152 93 

POUR 5 
ELECTRONS >12kev 

0 100 200 300 

ton (HORIZONTIU. DISTANCE) 

Figure 1 The count rate of electrons greater than 12 keV 
plotted as a function of down range distance. 
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intercepted the rocket. This location corresponds to about 

70 - 80 km down range if the ara was assumed to be at an 

altitude of 100 km . She arc was tilted with respect to 

the east-west direction extending further to the south- in 

the western sky. 

The rocket was equipped with electron detectors covering 
the energy range from 100 eV to several hundred keV to
gether with an X-ray detector measuring Bremsstrablung X-ray 
from 3 keV to 60 keV in five integral energy channels. 
(See Aarsnes et al. 1976). 

The X-ray detector had a field of view of 20° (FWBM) and 
it was pointing backward making an angle of 135° with the 
rocket axis. 

Uben the spinning rocket is above tbe X-ray production layer 
(=•100 km altitude), the X-ray detector will be able to scan 
a large region of tbe production layer. In Fig. 1 the count 
rate of electrons above 12 keV is plotted vs. down range 
distance. The rocket intercepted tbe precipitating electron 
beam at about 60 km down range. The intensity increased 
and remained high to about 80 km down range. The rocket 
was then leaving the arc located at 50° to 55° elevation. 
Beyond this point we got an abrupt drop in the intensity and 
it stayed low to about 200 km down range where It again 
increased and this time stayed high to about 280 km down 
range. This second increase in the electron intensity was 
probably associated with the northernmost arc which was seen 
from the ground, although partly covered by clouds. 
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It is of interest to determine the electron precipitation 
pattern from the information obtained by the X-ray detector. 
From the onboard gyro and magnetometers together with the 
rocket trajectory one can determine in which direction the 
X-ray detector pointed during a rocket spin. Assuming that 
the X-ray production layer was at a height of 100 km , the 
location of the Interception between this plane and the X-
ray detector viewing direction was determined. Fig. 2 gives 
a three-dimensional representation of the X-ray Intensity 
during a rocket spin period projected down on this plane. 
The launch site is indicated in the figure and the rocket 

Figure 2 The count rate of x-rays greater than 6 keV 
measured during the rocket spin period (110.49 -
113.50)s after launch projected on a plane loca
ted at 100 km altitude. The rocket trajectory 
is due north and the count: rate of electrons 
greater than 12 keV is indicated along this 
trajectory. 



trajectory was due north. In the figure the south, west, 
north and east geographical directions are given by a cross. 
In the time period (110.49 - 113.5)s after launch the roc
ket was located 90 km down range with an altitude of 157 km. 
The attitude of the rocket was such that the x-ray detector 
this tine scanned only the region north of the rocket. 

In the direction east of the rocket trajectory the largest 
X-ray enhancement was around 260 km down range covering 
roughly the region between 200 and 300 kin. This region was 
located about 100 km east of the rocket trajectory. In the 
westerly direction the largest x-ray enhancement can be 
observed 180 km down range covering the region between 160 
and 230 km. Shis region was located about 200 km west of 
the rocket trajectory. The X-ray observations show that the 
region of enhanced X-ray emission was tilted with respect 
to the east-west direction reaching further to the south in 
the western sky. This enhancement can most likely be asso
ciated with the arc observed from ground located near the 
northern horizon. 

It is seen that the region of enhanced X-ray emission cor
responds nicely with the region of increased electron preci
pitation observed by the electron counter 130 s later 
when the rocket reached this region of space. For ease of com
parison, the electron observations are replotted in Fig. 2. 

It is further seen that there is better correspondence be
tween the electron observations and the X-rays measured 
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east of the rocket trajectory than west of it. This ir to 
be expected as there was less spatial distance between the 
particle and X-ray observations to the east than to the 
west of the rocket trajectory. 

These combined electron and X-ray data demonstrates that 
the electron precipitation observed around 250 km down 
range was of a spatial nature and that it was not a tempo
ral variation in the primary electron flux. 

Fig. 3 gives another example of the X-ray data obtained 
during a rocket spin period. This particular sample is 
taken 213 km down range at an altitude of 216 km. The 

SBUS"--""' 

Figure 3 The count rate of X-rays greater than 6 keV 
measured during the rocket spin period '(252.71 -
256.57)s after launch projected on a plane loca
ted at 100 km altitude. The rocket trajectory 
is due north and the count rate of electrons 
greater than 12 keV is indicated along this 
trajectory. 
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att i tude of the rocket was such that the X-ray detector 

predominantly scanned the region south of the rocket. 

East of the rocket trajectory the X-ray in tens i ty was low 

between 100 and 220 km down range. There was enhanced 

X-ray emission between 30 and 90 km down range with maxi

mum Intensi ty occuring around SO km. On the western scan 

the X-ray in tens i ty s tarted to increase about 50 km down 

range and there was a l oca l maximum i n the X-ray emission 

due west of the rocket launch s i t e . The X-ray observations 

thus show that the region of enhanced x-ray emission was 

t i l t e d with respect to the east -west d irect ion reaching 

further t o the south i n the western sky. This enhancement 

in the X-ray emission can most l i k e l y be accosiated with 

the main arc observed from the ground to be located 70 -

80 km down range. From ground i t was seen that the arc ex -

tented further to the south i n the western sky in agreement 

with the x-ray observations. 

I t i s further seen that the northernmost boundary of en

hanced X-ray emission corresponds wel l with the drop in 

electron prec ip i ta t ion measured by the rocket 150 s 

ear l i er when located around 80 km down range (see F i g . l ) . 

For th i s case too there was good correspondence between the 

part ic le and X-ray observations, demonstrating that the 

electron prec ip i tat ion observed around 70 km down range 

was of a s p a t i a l nature. 

The x-ray data indicate enhanced x-ray emission in the sky 
southwest of the launch s i t e . Part of t h i s enhancement i s 
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due to the X-ray detector looking slant through a region of 
enhanced X-ray emission. In order to settle this question 
one must take a close look at the X-ray data in all the dif
ferent energy channels. Possibly one could try to fit the 
X-ray observations to a spatial model cf the electron preci
pitation pattern. 

This preliminary analysis demonstrates that there was a good 
overall correspondence between the X-ray and electron data. 
By using a well collimated X-ray detector on a spinning roc
ket, it was possible to get additional information on the 
overall electron precipitation pattern. In this paper we 
have only touched on one aspect of the combined data set. 
In our opinion this field of measuring particles and X-rays 
on the same spacecraft opens up many interesting possibili
ties. 
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CD-OHMMHffi MBSUKBEUTS HUH ECSCKT, SOUNDDE BUCKETS M B BRIMONS 
AIMED AI HASMAHKSKaL STUDIES 

S. Haermdel 
Hax-Planok-Irœtitut fOr Phyaik vnd Astrophysik 

Garohmg-bei-Kinohan, Germany 

1 . Introductory Remarks 

The avai labi l i ty of a new, powerful instrument such as Eiscat 

wi l l stimulate in i t i a l l y the desire to check i ts measurements against 

other data obtained by well-proven techniques. To this end, sounding 

rocket f l ights through the beam of Eiscat wil l be scheduled, as well 

as balloon fl ights underneath. Naturally, only part of such programs 

wil l be devoted to Intereomparisons, a substantial part wi l l be comple

mentary. The steerability of at least the UHF part of Eiscat wi l l help 

considerably in accomplishing such programs. 

Since almost a l l plasma parameters that can be derived from the 

incoherent radar echos can also be measured directly with rockets, we 

may ask ourselves what Eiscat can do beyond monitoring such parameters 

continuously and more economically. 

The UHF part wi l l have the unique feature that i t wi l l enable us to 

measure the plasma velocity vector simultaneously at two widely different 

positions. With this capability one can untertake studies of the degree 

with which the magnetic f ie ld can be considered as being "frozen" into 

the plasma of the upper ionosphere under various situations of geo

magnetic and auroral activity. Instead of illuminating a particular 

flux-tuba over a wide range of altitudes, as needed for this objective, 

the beam may be directed obliquely to the magnetic f ield in order to 

measure transverse plasma drifts at adjacent positions. This way shear 
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flows with transverse scales of a few km can be detected. Plasma 
velocity shears are a common feature of the auroral ionosphere, are 
intimately related with field-aligned currents and likely to play a 
role in the product*™ of fine structure of the aurora or even of 
the arcs themselves (e.g. Hallinan and Davis, 1970; Atkinson, 1970). 
As a result of such investigations special demands on coordinated 
sounding rocket flights are likely to emerge, in particular for 
complementing the redar data with details on the primary auroral 
particle population. Rather than serving as supplier of background 
information, Eiscat may thus take a leading role in stimulating 
sounding rocket activities during the turn of this decade. 

Perhaps the most attractive aspect of the VHF part of Eiscat is 
i t s greater height range. The longer wave-length (as compared with 
the UHF part) allows the measurement of the ion Une for the larger 
Debye lengths which are met above 1000 km altitude. Since there is 
growing evidence that the primary auroral processes take place to a 
large extent at altitudes of several 1000 km up to a few Rp. one may 
thus hope that the VLF radar will be capable to probe, at least 
occasionally, the environment in which auroral structure and dynamics 
originate. What are the conditions for such measurements? In the 
next section I will address myself to this question. 

2. Thomson Scatter Probing above 1000 km 

In order to observe successfully the ion line, the Oebye length, 
XQ , must be smaller than the radar wavelength, X . More precisely, 
if the parameter 

o - 2 k X„ < k = T ) 

exceeds 2 , the power in the ion line drops by a factor of 4 as 
compared with the situation of much smaller X (s. Evans, 1969). 
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I f we accepta < 2 as sti l l sufficient for à successful measure-
oent, we can derive the following condition on the ratio of electron 
temperature, T e , and density, n e ! 

!*«•.« *fo (X) 

n 6 is to be measured In cm and X in m. For the VIF wavelength of 
1.35 * (224 MHz) this ratio can Increase to a value of about 10, 
before the ion line is lost; for the UHF part (960 MHz) the limit (1) 
Is already t». 52. 

I t is widely believed that the processes leading to the formation 
of thin auroral arcs and much of the observed structure and dynamics 
are closely linked to the existence of intense field-aligned electric 
currents. I f the current density exceeds a certain critical limit, 
plasma turbulence may be set up or electrostatic double layers may 
be formed which alter the current- voltage relation of the medium 
drastically. For several mechanisms, the ion sound or ion thermal 
velocities play this role (e.g. Kindel and Kennel, 1971). In any 
case there will be substantial interest in the exploration of current 
layers in which the relative velocity of ions and electrons, 
lv f a - VgJ , exceeds the ion sound velocity; i.e. 

e n e M "i / 

1/2 

Hence we will be interested In a range of n and T , for which: 

(2) n e T e 1 / 2 « 1.94-106 l" g 
e e 10 5 A/mZ 

1» inequality (2) j is divided by M" 5 fl/m2. since this 1s 
commonly considered as a reasonably strong field-aligned current 
(s. Anderson and Vondrak, 1975). 
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The conditions for observability of the ion Une and for super
critical electric current are to a certain extent contradictory. For 
a certain radar frequency and given j„ there is only a limited range 
of T and n in which the plasma parameters that are derived from 
the plasma line can be measured successfully. The lower the electron 
temperature, the wider is the range of measurable densities. Figure 1 
illustrates the combined limits (1) and (2). Values of n g , T e to the 
right of the solid and to the left of the dashed (current) lines should 
be both subject to current-driven instabilities and measurable. 

It Is quite clear that the UHF radar will hardly contribute to 
these investigations. However, at sufficiently high densities 
(n > 300 cm'3) and not too high electron temperatures, not very 
intense field-aligned currents are needed for establishing both 
conditions for the VHF part of Eiseat. Judging from this figure one 
could think that a lower frequency than that chosen for Eiscat would 
be a much better tool for plasma turbulence studies above 1000 km. 

Figure 1: Ranges of T and n for which current-driven instabilities 
may occur and the ionic component pf the incoherent radar 
echo of a given frequency is s t i l l observable. To the right 
of the solid lines is the Oebye length condition, a < 2 , 
fulfilled; to the left of the dashed lines the relative 
velocity of electrons and ions exceeds the ion sound wave 
velocity. 
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This i s . however, not the case, since the brightness temperature 
of the galactic background increases rapidly with decreasing 
frequency. 

The preceding estimate is not meant to imply that interesting 
plasmaphysical phenomena such as anomalous resistivity would be 
absent outside the range defined by inequality (2). Papadopoulos 
and Coffey (1974a, b) , for instance, have discussed the excitation 
of ion density fluctuations by parametric instabilities of Langmuir 
waves which are generated by precipitating electrons. Such a process 
could create anomalous resistivity even at low altitudes and give 
rise to enhanced radar echos. 

Returning to current-driven Instabilities we ask ourselves: 
What will the signature of current-driven plasma turbulence be? 
(a) It is likely that the electrons are heated strongly and that the 
ratio T./Tj i s enhanced about Its normal value. This shows up as a 
maximum in the wings of the 1on line (Evans, 1969). (b) The electron 
drift which constitutes the electric current creates an asymmetry 
of the wings of the ion line. Even if the drift is a small fraction 
of the thermal velocity of the electrons, can the asymmetry be sub
stantial. The effect is enhanced by Increasing T /T. (Evans, 1969). 
(c) If run-away electrons are created, they should lead to enhanced 
plasma oscillations and thus to strong excitations of the plasma 
line, (d) Even small drifts of the ions with respect to the observer 
of the order of a few n/sec lead to observable effects. If two ion 
species are present which move with different velocities, this appears 
in the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the autocorrelation 
function; it is no longera linear function of the lag t as it is for 
uniform and equal velocities (Vickrey et a l . , 1976). 

The last topic is of considerable interest, because one should 
indeed not expect that ions with widely different masses should react 
equally to the enhanced momentum transfer from the electrons which is 
established by the plasma waves. Therefore, the electric field should 
have a different effect on both species. This causes a rotative 
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velocity between then. In equilibrium, this velocity stabilizes at a 

value such that the excitation of plasma waves by the 1on - ion two-

stream instability is sufficient to couple the two ion species to

gether and balance the other forces that are acting on than. These 

forces are, on the one hand, provided by the parallel electric field 

that can be maintained under anomalous resistivity and, for one of the 

ion species, by the drag excited by the electrons via the other plasma 

wave field, introduced at the beginning of this argument, z.id acting 

in the opposite direction. 

The non-linear saturated state has not been worked out. Wave-wave 

interactions as well as decay instabilities of the waves may complicate 
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Figure 2: Critical velocities for excitation of ion sound waves by 

two stream instabilities between the electrons and one 

ionic constituent, and between the two ionic constituents. 

The ions are, in addition, assumed to be coupled to the 

neutral atmosphere. All velocities are measured in units 

of the thermal velocity of the lighter ions. To the right 

is one example of the respective velocity vectors including 

the phase velocity of the two wave fields. 
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the picture. However, overall momentum must be conserved. Although 
the center of mass of the ions may move l i t t l e with respect to the 
observer (or the neutral component), strong relative velocities of 
the order of the ion sound velocity of the lighter ionic component 
can result. This means that under the assumed circumstances difference 
velocities of the ions of several km/sec are to be expected. Figure 2 
is an attempt to estimate this effect by solving the linear dispersion 
equation for 1on sound waves under the assumption that the situation 
stabilizes at the linear cr i t ical velocities. Direction a.id magnitude 
of the Ion drifts depend on the mass and abundance ratios (n2/mj - 8.6 
refers actually to a mixture of barium and oxygen ions, but il lustrates 
the effect. Details of the theory wil l be published elsewhere.). 

I t is not clear at this point how the ionic l ine of an incoherent 
radar echo would look l ike under these circumstances. I t should be a 
superposition of two ion lines with opposing Doppler shifts. The two 
wave fields would, in addition, lead to severe asymmetries of each 
of the ionic components. Theoretical work on this subject is needed 
in preparation of the application of Eiscat to the search for anomalous 
resistivity effects. 

3. Coordinated Bal loon-Borne Observations 

The range of conceivable sounding rocket programs that could be 
coordinated with Eiscat is great (s. Introduction); active experimenta
tion may play an important role. The possibilities for coordinated 
balloon borne observations is much smaller. 

Measurements of X-rays, VLF waves and average ionospheric electric 
fields are well-known tasks for balloons and wi l l undoubtedly be 
carried out in this context. A new technique is being developed at the 
Max-Planck-Institut fiir extraterrestrische Physik which I wi l l br ief ly 
describe. I t involves the tracing of the ionospheric plasma transport 
by observing the distribution of magnesium ions from balloons. Hg + is 
next to Fe the most abundant naturally occurring metal ion in the 



upper atmosphere. Because of i ts long lifetime above about 100 kn 
altitude and i t s main occurrence in the E layer (up to and above 
10 3 cm (Nareisi, 1973)) It is a good tracer for the transport 
related to neutral winds (in particular wind shears) and to the 
Pedersen current. To the extent that sufficiently high densities of 
Mg* exist above 140 tat, measurements of the E x B-drift seem to be 
feasible as well by following the notion of certain structures, which 
are expected to form much the sane way as the striations of barium 
clouds. 

Mg I! has Its resonance lines at 2795.52 8 and 2802.70 8. The 
relation between column density and resonance scattered sunlight 
1s: 

/n p + ] dh 
4 n I • S ,—> [Rayleighsl 

l .MO'em* 

(Anderson and Barth, 1971). It is easily seen that the brightness of 
dense structures may go up to several 100 R. A good camera should be 
able to register down to a few tens of Rayleigh. Ue are developing an 
all-sky camera with an Image intensifier-TV system. The camera must 
be flown at or above 40 km to overcome the absorption by ozone. The 
Rayleigh scattering by mesospheric molecules limits the observation 
period to the twilight periods when the UV shadow i s above about 85 km 
height and the E layer s t i l l , at least partially, illuminated. The 

rise or fall of the shadow provides a tool to resolve the height ambi
guity. For Kiruna the periods of April 20-30 and August 10-20 are 
particularly advantageous for this technique because of the long twi
light periods. 

Why is such an observation particularly interesting in connection 
with Eiscat? As mentioned above, situations with strong field-aligned 
currents and non-uniform transverse electric fields (corresponding to 
Shears in the electric drift) are primary objects for exploration by 
Eiscat. The radar can take data only along the one-dimensional path of 



i ts beam. To know how this particular set of data is embedded 1n the 
overall inopsheric situation is of considerable value. On the ground, 
all-sky cameras and magnetometer arrays serve this purpose. The 
addition of information on the plasma transport 1n the E layer would 
be certainly welcome. In the altitude range of the Pedersen current, 
the ions have a high mobil i ty .°n the direction of £ t . Any non-vanish
ing divergence of Z w i l l show up as depletions or enhancements of the 
long-lived ions such as Mg*. Where transverse Pedersen currents are 
continued by field-aligned electron currents, such divergences should 
arise. (Such a situation is shown 1n Figure 3.) I t 1s to be expected 
that the modulation of the Hg + density occurs 1n form of long bands 
extending dominantly east-westward as auroral arcs. With growing 
experience, one wi l l learn to interpret such observations In terms of 
sources and sinks of field-aligned currents and discontinuities of 
tx; and in this respect i t can serve as a complement to Eiscat. 
Simultaneous observations of the aurora w i l l help completing the 
picture. This can, in fact , be achieved by the same canera by swapping 
the f i l t e r at 2800 8 wfth one centered at the forbidden 01 Une at 
2972 8. This l ine carries the same Information as the 5577 8 Une, 
but has only 62 of i ts intensity. 

I I I I 

1 1 1 ^ 

Figure 3: Field-aligned current system superimposed on a north-south 
Pedersen current. The situation 1s assumed to be elongated 
in east-west direction. The upward current, j , Is assumed 
to be carried by hot electrons, e h~ , which create an 
puroral arc and secondary Ionization. The density of the 
Hg+ tracer ions should be inversely proportional to E. . 
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4. Final Remark 

This contribution Is not meant as a survey of the possibilities 
to coordinate Eiscat, rocket and balloon borne observations. I t 1s 
just a brief outline of a few new types of measurement coning up 
with the availability of Eiscat. In the f ield of plasmaphyslcs the 
probing of particular events characterized by anomalous plasma effects 
play a particular role. But this Is certainly only part of the many 
tasks for Efscat; the aeronomfcal studies, for Instance» have not 
all been mentioned. These few examples should also Illustrate that 
Eiscat wi l l give the traditionally strong geophysical activities 1n 
Northern Scandinavia new Impetus, and beyond that I t wi l l be capable 
to contribute to our understanding of the fundamental properties of 
space plasmas. 
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Abstract 

The power of the method of using two or more direct ion finding 

(goniometer) receivers to l o c a t e , by tr iangulat ion, the regions where 

vh i s t l e r mode s ignals emerge from the ionosphere into the earth-ionosphere 

waveguide i s reviewed. Some observations are reported of a recent campaign, 

funded by the U.S.A. National Science Foundation, conducted in Eastern 

Canada. The aims of , and plans for , conducting further s i n i l a r experiments 

during the International Magnetospheric Study are discussed. Funds have 

already been granted by the U.K. Science Research Council to conduct 

campaigns in conjunction with 

a) act ive magnetospheric experiments, such as barium shaped charge 

releases and man-made whist ler mode transmissions, and 

b) GEOS, i n both the Scandinavian and Icelandic meridians. 

Keywordsi whist ler mode s i g n a l s , direct ion f inding, location of geomagnetic 

flux tubes, wave-particle in teract ions , magnetospheric act ive experiments, 

GSOS, IMS. 
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1. Introduction 

The main aim of the research to be diseusBed in this paper is the 

location, in apace and tine, of one or more geomagnetic flux tubes of 

interest. This is performed by recording very low frequency <VLF) signals 

propagating in the whit tier node along these flux tubes. 

There aro four basic types of signals that may he recorded and 

analysed. These are: 

a) whistlers, the sources of which are known to be lightning dis

charges (12, 

b) nan-made whistler mode signals» e.g. from transmitters used for 

communication or navigation (1,2), or from the purpose-built VL3? trans

mitter at Siple Station, Antarctica (3), or from power lines (SO Hz or 

60 Hz, and their harmonics) (4,5), 

c) naturally occurring ELF and VLF emissions, e.g. chorus (6), 

and 

d) ELF and VLF emissions stimulated by man-made activities, e.g. 

the Siple transmitter (3), or the enhanced plasma density associated with 

shaped charge barium releases injected up geomagnetic flux tubes (7). 

The energy for the amplification of whistler mode signals is 

believed co be available from the cyclotron motion of the energetic 

electrons trapped in the geomagnetic field, via wave-particle inter

actions. Conditions required for the initiation of the electron cyclotron 

instability have been reviewed by Rycroft (7). More recently, Rycroft 

(8) has shown quantitatively that the equatorial plane just inside the 

plasmapause is a particularly favourable region for the onset of this 

instability. 

The signals are recorded using a goniometer (direction finding) 

receiver of the type discussed by Buliough and Sagredo (9). Two loops 

are mounted orthogonally to each other, in the vertical plane* The signals 
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received are confined electronically to simulate the output of a loop 

rotating about a vertical axis at a frequency of * 27.5 Hz. Heasurements 

of the poeitionsof the minima of this signal enable the direction of 

arrival of a particular whistler mode signal, i . e . the azimuthal bearing 

of the signal propagating in the earth-ionosphere waveguide» to be deter-

lined. For the tame lignai received at two or more Bites, the point where 

tail whistler node signal émergea into the earth-ionosphere waveguide, 

corned i ts ionospheric exit point, may be detained by triangulation, 

2. Campaigns using Ketworfcs of VLF Direction Finding Receivers 

2.1 Experiments Performed "to Date 

Some results of the first such campaign, which was sponsored by 

the NATO Scientific Affairs Division and conducted during July 1972 in 

Eastern Canada, were presented at the E.S.R.O. Symposium held in 1974 

at Orenas Slott, Sweden (10). Apart from demonstrating the viability of 

the method, the most important result of this experiment wa3 that, on 

that occasion, the L-values of the exit points of two-hop whistlers 

determined by triangulation were consistently lower, by «v 0.7 of an 

L-value, than those determined from the whistlers* nose frequencies. This 

discrepancy was attributed to propagation of the upgoing fractional-bop 

whistlers to high latitudes, being caused by horizontal gradients in the 

topside ionosphere, before the waves became trapped in the magnetospheric 

ducts along which they propagated to the conjugate hemisphere. The down-

coming, almost two-hop whistlers were, after leaving the ducts, refracted 

to lower latitudes before emerging into the earth-ionosphere waveguide* 

Results of the second campaign, supported by the U.K. Science 

Research Council and carried out in conjunction with a barium shaped 

«harge release in Alaska during March 1974, were presented at the 197S COSPAR 

"eting held in Varna, Bulgaria (7); they were also raviewsdat the E.S.A. 
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Syonosium held in Vienna, Austria, during 1975 (113* Here the important 

observation was that discrete ELF and VLF eaisoions vera observed some 

90 ninutes after the release. After such a tine the barium plasma was 

expected to be approching the equatorial plane where i t could trigger 

the electron cyclotron instability. 

The third campaign, financially supported by the U.S.A. National 

Science Foundation, was again conducted in Eastern Canada,, In July 1975. 

Kinged in Figure 1 are the sites where equipment was set i? for this 

Figure 1. Airline nap (with distances In miles) of Eastem Canada, showing 
stations used for recording VIF radio signals during the different experiirents 
discussed! St. John's, Newfoundland (used in 1970, 1972); 

Comer Brook, Newfoundland (1972) ; 
(St. Anthony, Newfoundlnd, conjugate to Halley Bay, Antarctica); 
Antigonish, Nova SoctU (1972, 1975); 
Fredericton, New Brum? Ack (1972); 
Norwich, Ventent, USA (1970; actually Errol, 1975) ; 
Rcberval, Quebec (1975), conjugate to Siple, Antarctica; 
Val d'Or, Quebec (1975), not shown, ^ 400 km Wast of Roberval. 

iL 



campaign, and also the earlier ones relating to total solar eclipse 

studies (10, 12). The stein purpose of the campaign vas the in ter compari

son of three different direction finding techniques, namely the Stanford 

University, University of Tokyo and Universities of Southampton/Houston 

system, using one-hop whistler node signals from Siple (3), Although 

the analysis of the observations made during this period has only just 

commenced, it is quite evident that many fascinating recordings were 

nade. For example, Figure 2 shows the dynamic spectrum of one second of 

signal recorded at Roberval. When analysed with a narrow band Sonography 

a nose whistler is clearly evident, having a nose frequency f * 3 kHz.. 

In the lower part of Figure 2, the same signal analysed with a wide band 

Sonograph shows clear minima in the modulation pattern. The positions 

5 w* 

8hMiH!F^'^ 
16-

|wW.iw.j.i|..,.l.(is:;;( ' J : 

0 0-5 t !«s 1 

Figure 2. Spectrogram of VIP signal recorded at Soberval on 21 July, 1975; 
(UPPer) narrow band, showing a nose whistler (f_ * 3 kHz) and a Siple signal 
(f decreasing from * 5 kHz t o -v 4 kHz), 
(lower) wide band, distinctly showing tile modulation of these signals, and 
also Onega signals, a t a frequency equal t o twioe the goniometer's oscillator 
frequency, the calibration pulses of which are shown at < 0.5 kHz. 
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of these minima do not depend on the frequency of the component signals 

Simultaneously with this nose whistler is a Siple signal, falling in 

frequency from * S kHz to •* A kHz. This signal is modulated, and has an 

aciauthal bearing of propagation direction which differs from that of 

the nosa «hit tier by * 30°. 

As another example. Figure 3 shows a detailed narrow band low 

frequency spectrum of multi-path nose whistlers. The extremely low nose 

frequency 0>> 2 kHz) component is indicative of the plasmapause. In the 

later part of the record, both decreasing and increasing frequencysignals 

transmitted from Siple are evident. There are three dominant propagation 

paths, the one-hop whistler mode travel tine being t 0.1 sec. longer 

for the second path than the first, and for the third path * 0.15 sec. 

longer still. It is clear that salification is occurring along the 

first two paths as these two traces become darker as time progresses. 

Somewhere along the second (middle) path, signals are triggered at the 

O 2 t sees. 4-

Figure 3. Narrow band spectrogram of VIF siçsial recorded at Roberval on 
27 June, 1975, showing irûlti-path nose rfiistiers, with a plasmapause cenpenent 
(f t 2 kHz). Also shown are Siple signals (decreasing and increasing 
frequencies) propagating on three distinct paths, with pronounced amplification 
occurring along the two shorter paths and triggering on the middle path. 
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Place Date Study Publications 

Eastern Canada 

Mask* 

Eastern Canada 

northern 
Scandinavia 

Scotland 

July 1972 

March 1974 

July 1975 

Hatch 1976 

May 1976 

Effect of the 
total lolar eclipse 
on vhistlers 

Stimulation of VLF 
emissions by barium 
plasma (ahsped 
charge) 

Comparison of three 
direction finding 
ays t u a , using 
Siple signals 

Project Porcupine; 
Aries rocket from 
BSRANGE 

Chorus; Petrel 
rockets from South 
Hist 

(10) Rycroft, Jarvis 
and Strangevayt 
<197S) 

(7) Everhard-Bakkei 
e t a l . (1976), 

(11) Rycroft (1976) 

Analysis in progress 

Table I. Caapeigai Conducted using Networks of Gonion&ter Receivers 

Place Sate Study 

northern 
Scandinavia 

Alaska 

Iceland 

Eastern Canada 

T 1977 

Autumn 1977 

t 1977 
{cancelled 
March 1976) 

f ijil or 
1978 

J 1978 

a) F.R.G.-U.S.A. Project Porcupine 
continued 

b) U.K. High Latitude Campaign and GEOS 

Confirmation (or otherwise) of the 
stimulation of VLF «missions by barium 
plasma (shsped charge); repeat experi
ment (Los Alamos S c i e n t i f i c Laboratory) 

GEOS, and network of riometers 
(university of Lancaster) 

S iple transmitter s ignals and triggered 
emissions 

Table 2. Campaign» Planned for IMS using networks of Coniameter Receivers 



maximum transmitted frequency of *» 3.4 kfla with a period * 1 second and 

an amplitude * 0.8 kHz. By analogy with emissions triggered at the 

upper cut-off frequencies of nose whistlers (13), i t is believed that 

the conditions for such amplification are most favourable just inside 

the plasni&pause (8). 

The campaigns carried out to date are ausnarittd in Table 1*. 

2«2 Experiment» to be yerforced during the I.M.S. 

The U.K. Science Research Council has recently granted funds for 

carrying out experi&ents using networks of direction finding receivers 

as listed in Table 2* In fact the first experiment in this series was 

conducted at four sites in Northern Scandinavia during March 1976 (see Table 

1). Three sites were established by University of Southampton personnel, 

each being t* 300 km from the fourth s ite at Kiruna, Sweden, operated in 

conjunction with ESTEC Although, due to the Aries vehicle failure, 

Project Porcupine vas unsuccessful, i t is to be hoped that some of the 

naturally occurring signals observed between 18.00 O.T. and •v 01,00 U.T. 

£.e before, at and after magnetic midnight, on many days nay lead to 

interesting results. It may be particularly helpful for the interpretation 

of these observations to note that charged particle observations were being 

made aboard the geostationary satellite ATS 6 which was in the Scandinavian 

meridian at this time. 

Referring to Table 2, i t is seen that high latitude - auroral -

phenomena are to be investigated at three different meridians. For example, 

in Northern Scandinavia, the Project Porcupine payload is comprehensively 

equipped to measure many ionospheric parameters, including the electric 

field. One aim of the ground-based goniometer experiments is to investi

gate the decoupling of the ionospheric plasma from the magnetospheric 

: U 



plasma. Ibis nay be done by comparing changes of the L-velues of partic

ular whistler duets derived from changes of the whistlers1 nose frequen

cies with the latitudinal movements of the ionospheric exit points (11) 

or other measurements of ionospheric movements. Also longitudinal move-

sents of the exit points may be determined enabling departures» froa 

corotation, of the ionospheric plasma to be studied. 

Two campaigns axeto be conducted in association with GEOS observations. 

One is in Northern Scandinavie, using several stations in the neighbour

hood of the foot of the geomagnetic field lins through the satellite when 

it it in that meridian, during the U.K. High Latitude Rocket Campaign. 

Skylark and Fulmar rockets are to be used to measure the altitudinal 

profiles of VLF waves, as veil aa energetic «barged particles and ionospheric 

parameters. It may also prove to be possible, at the same time, to 

make VLF goniometer observations during rocket campaigns of other nations, 

e.g. Sweden. The other GEOS campaign is a similar one when GEOS is on the 

geomagnetic flux tube joining Swoya Base, Antarctica, and Iceland. This 

project is also in association with University of Lancaster observations 

to be made with a network of rioneters in order to study the longitudinal 

drift of precipitating energetic electrons. 

Finally, a further campaign in Eastern Canada, in the area conjugate 

to Siple, has been funded. This campaign may be carried out simultaneously 

with the U.S.A. supported rocket and balloonlaunchingcaopaign from Siple 

during the austral summer of 1977/1978. A search is to be made for the 

motions, with respect to the earth, of ducts within the plasmasphere and 

*lso of the plasmapause itself. 



Any scientist wishing to conduct an IMS experiment, which would 

benefit from such observations being made end which is compatible with the 

timetable of the programme outlined here, is encouraged to make contact 

with the author in order to plan a collaborative experiment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Observations of e l e c t r i c f i e l d s In the auroral ionosphere, 
with components o f the order o f 10 mV/ta p a r a l l e l t o the earth ' s 
magnetic f i e l d , have been explained in terms of enhancanent of the 
para l l e l r e s i s t i v i t y by plasma turbulence ; enhancarent factors of a t 

A 

least 10 are required to explain the observations. Qualitative 
arguments shew that if the resistivity is enhanced to this extent, 
it should be directly measurable by means of a rocket-borne quadripole 
probe working at a frequency of about 500 H2. An experiment of this 
type is planned for January 1978. 

1 . INTOODUCTICN 

One of the most curious results to have emerged from rocket experiments 
performed in the auroral zone in recent years has been the widespread 
observation, at heights of a few hundred kilometres, of large-scale 
quasi-static electric fields with components of the order of 10 mV/m in 
the direction of the earth's magnetic field (FAHLESON, 1972). Parallel electric 
fields of this magnitude vere quite unexpected, since the plasma at these 
heights is essentially collisionless, so it should conduct electricity very 

Kewprda : parallel electric fields, enhanced resistivity, plasma 
turbulence, quadripole probe. 
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«ell in the direction of the magnetic field. The densities of the currents 
that flow between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere along the lines of 
force are known from satellite observations of their magnetic effects 
(ZMJDA and ARMSTRONG, 1974 i ANDERSON and VONDRAK, 1975), and when combined 
with the theoretical parallel conductivity of the plasma, these densities 
duply pai-llel electric fields 4-5 orders of magnitude smaller than those 
observed (KJZER, 1975). 

If the experimental results are genuine, and not due to sane persistent 
flaw in the techniques of measurement, then the only way to explain them 
Is to imagine that the parallel conductivity is reduced by plasma turbulence. 
But this explanation in terms of "enhanced resistivity" runs into difficulty 
if one supposes that the turbulence responsible is driven by the f lew-
aligned currents themselves. The observed parallel fields are always directed 
downwards (FRHLESCH, 1972), so they must be associated with doWhgoing r 

currents, which are probably carried by thermal electrons streaming up 
from the ionosphere (MKOIDY, 1974). KD1DEL and KERNEL (1971) have considered 
what plasma instabilities might be excited in the topside ionosphere by 
field-aligned currents of cold ionospheric electrons. There are two such 
instabilities, both electrostatic, one involving ion acoustic waves and > 
the other ion cyclotron waves : usually the latter is the more unstable. 
In both oases, the threshold for instability can be expressed most significantly 
as a minimum value of the drift velocity of the electrons relative to the 
ions. Now the field-aligned current density, which is proportional to the 
product of Hu& electron drift velocity and of the electron density, is more 
or less independent of height, since the divergence of the magnetic field 
lines may be neglected on the scale of the ionosphere. It follows that, 
for a given current density, the drift velocity is inversely proportional 
to the local electron density. In the topside ionosphere, therefore, where 
the density is decreasing, the plasma should become Increasingly unstable 
with increasing height : in fact, with the known current densities, the 
theory shows that instability should occur only above 1000 km under normal 
ionospheric circumstances. In contrast, at heights of a few hundred kilometres 
where the electron density is greatest, the drift velocity should be smallest 
and the plasma in its most stable state. Yet it is precisely at these relatively 
low altitudes that the parallel electric fields have been observed. In view 
of the apparent contradiction with the theory, these observations remain 
controversial at the present tine. 



One way in which the rocket observations of parallel fields and the 
giesry of current-driven instabilities could perhaps be reconciled would be 
to suppose that the current densities are much higher than the satell ite 
magnetic field measurements suggest. This would be possible i f there was 
electron counter-streaming. If hot magnetospneric electrons ware being 
precipitated down the field lines into the Ionosphere by some mechanism 
other than an upward-directed electric field, for instance by pitch-angle 
scattering into the loss cone due to plasma turbulence near the tops of 
the field lines in the equatorial plane, then the most natural way for the 
positive space charge left behind in the outer magnetosphere to become 
neutralized would be by thermal electrons from the ionosphere streaming 
back up the sane field lines. The precipitated hot electrons and the 
upgoing cold electrons would constitute two oppositely-directfia currents, 
of which a satellite-borne magnetometer would only measure the difference ; 
this might well be much smaller than each of the two currents taken individually. 
However, this explanation Is not acceptable, since i t requires intense 
fluxes of precipitated electrons, more widespread than those that have been 
observed by satellite-borne particle analyzers (CRAVEN and FRANK, 1975). 

Another and more plausible explanation also involves precipitated 
hot electrons, but in a different capacity, namely as the driving force 
for tiie ; "aana turbulence that produces the enhanced resistivity, PAPADOFOOLOS 
and OOfFEX (1974 a and b ) have suggested that the turbulence could be due 
to energetic ( - 10 keV) precipitating electrons, with a distribution of 
parallel velocities that has a secondary maximum in the ta i l . In the 
presence of such precipitation, tile ionospheric plasma i s unstable for 
electrostatic waves of high frequencies, just above the plasma frequency. 
These primary HP waves cannot produce enhanced resistivity directly, but they 
nay be sufficiently strong to act as pump waves and drive a secondary 
instability, a parametric one known as the oscillating two-stream instability. 
This generates ion-acoustic turbulence, which i s responsible for the 
enhanced resistivity. For this to cause downward-directed parallel electric 
fields, there must also be a current of upgoing thermal electrons, i . e . 
there must be counter-streaming. The theoretical calculations of PAPADOPOUbQS 
and COEIEr show that their process could indeed enhance the parallel resistivity 
by a factor of as much as 10 , as i s required to explain the experimentally-
*served parallel electric fields. However, as yet there i s no more direct 
experimental evidence that this process is occurring, and clearly i t i s 
nost desirable that such evidence be obtained. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to describe how the enhanced 

resistivity of the auroral ionospheric plasma might be measured directly 

from a rocket. If such measurements could be made successfully, in combination 

and in coincidence with measurements of the parallel electric field, then the 

validity of the latter would be confirmed. In combination with other experiments 

measuring the properties of the ambient plasma, of the precipitating energetic 

electrons, and of the turbulent electrostatic wave fields, the measurement 

of enhanced resistivity would help to elucidate the nature of the plasma 

turbulence, and specifically to tell whether it arises by the PAPADOWUIÛS-

OCETEY process. 

The proposed method of measurement involves the quadripole plasma 

probe described by STOREY, ftUBRY and MEÏER (1969). In section 2 below, 

theoretical arguments are developed showing how this probe could be used 

to measure enhanced resistivity. They are based on continuum theory, and 

assume that the effect of the plasma turbulence can be represented by 

increasing the electron-ion collision frequency in the macroscopic formulae ; 

sane effort is made to justify these hypotheses and to consider alternatives. 

Then the practical details of the proposed experijnent are described in section 

3. Finally, in section 4, the conclusions of the paper are sunnarized and 

needs for further theoretical study are pointed out. 

2. THEORY OF THE METHOD 

2.1. Measurements in stable plasmas : 

The proposed method is the result of the transposition to space physics 

of the familiar 4-point technique for resistivity measurements, as used for many 

years in solid-state physics and in geophysical prospection. In the form 

suggested by STOREY, MJBKy, and MEYER (1969), it consists of four spherical 

electrodes placed at the four comers of a square (fig. 1). A known alternating 

current I is injected into the plasma between two adjacent electrodes, and 

the resultant alternating potential difference V that appears between the 

other two electrodes is measured on open circuit. Then one calculates the ratio 

Z = V/I, which is the mutual (or transfer) impedance of the probe. Sometimes 

this quantity is measured as a function of the frequency, which is swept for 

the purpose. Knowing the shape and size of tiie probe, and also its orientation 
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with respect to the earth's magnetic field, the transfer impedance can be 
interpreted to yield certain characteristic parameters of the plasma ; depending 
on the frequency range in which the probe is worked,' different plasma 
parameters are mesurable. 

•Bat this probe might be capable of measuring enhanced resistivity 
in turbulent plasmas was suggested by a previous study of its potential for 
measuring collision frequencies in stable plasmas (CDEKO, 1972). This 
detailed study concerned the possibility of using a quadripole probe in the 
frequency range O-IOCO Hz to measure the collision frequencies of the charged 
particles - both of the electrons and of the ions, bath with one another 
and with the neutrals - In the ionospheric plasma. The probe considered 
had the classical square layout (fig. 1), and was oriented with its plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Using cold-plasma theory, CDEBO showed 
that, in these circumstances, the transfer impedance is Inversely proportional 

1/2 to the quantity ( 0 o o, i ' , that is, to the geometric mean of the parallel 
conductivity o 0 and of the perpedicular (or Pedersen) conductivity o, . 
(Actually this statement is a simplification of ODERO's result ; it involves 
Ignoring the displacement currents in comparison with the conduction currents, 
an approximation which is very close at the extremely low frequencies 
considered here). m other words, the transfer Impedance is airectly proportional 
to the quantity ( a o, )~ , which may be thought of as a kind of mean 
resistivity (though, of course, it may be partly or even mainly reactive). 

CDEKO took the case of a probe of size 2 m across the diagonal, and 
calculated the modulus of its transfer Impedance 2 as a function of the 
frequency f and of the height h in the Ionosphere. He assumed ionospheric 
conditions typical of middle latitudes during the daytime, and his aim was to 
assess the possibility of using measurements of |Z(f)| to determine 
collision frequencies. His results are reproduced in fig. 2. Tb explain 

l l rMwMh. I 
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1 If* 
!. Illustrating the principle of the quadripole probe mathod for measuring 

plasma resistivity. 
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their inclinations, i t should be added that the very limited previous 
experience of using quadripole probes in the ionosphere at frequencies 
below 2 kHz suggests that tiie lowest measurable value of the impedance i s 
about 5 ohms : see, for instance, fig. 13 of the paper by BESIEN and DEBRIE 
(1972). Taking this value as a basis for discussion, i t appears that |Z| would 
be measurable in much of the E region (h < 140 km), where i t s value i s sensitive 
both to the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies, m the 
F region (h > 140 km), on the otherhand, the inpadance would be measurable 
only at frequencies above about 500 Hz (more or less, depending on the 
height), where i t i s almost purely inductive ; the Impedance i s sensitive 
to the electron-Ion collision frequency, but only at frequencies below 
500 Hz where i t i s slightly resistive. Accordingly, one conclusion to be 
drawn from this study i s that measurements, in the F-region plasma, of the 
normal resistivity due to electron-ion collisions are not feasible, at least 
not unless technological inprovanents could make the probes ranch mere 
sensitive. 

2. Transfer impedance of an Elf quadripole probe, as a function of 
altitude in a stable daytime ionosphere (after ODERO, 1972). 
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2,2. utaasurangits In turbulent plasmas : 

me situation described above i s changed completely i f one considers 
a plaana in which the resistivity i s enhanced by turbulence. As already 
nontioned, observations of parallel electric fields In toe auroral F region 
suggest that, as a result of the turbulence, the parallel conductivity o i s 
reduced by a factor of about 10 . The perpendicular conductivity o, should 
tc unaffected, since i t i s due almost entirely to Ion-neutral collisions, 
so the harmonic mean conductivity Must be reduced by a factor of about 
10*. New these figures refer to zero frequency, whereas in practice, to 
avoid reductions of transfer impedance due to excitation of the ion 
gyro-resonances, a quadripole probe for F-region experiments mist be worked 
at frequencies rot less than about 200 Hz. Here the conductivities are complex 
and the changes due to the turbulence are not so pronounced, but none the 
less one night expect that the mean resistivity (oQ a, ) ^ would be 
enhanced by between one and two orders of magnitude, which would be enough 
to make i t readily measurable. 

Quantitative estimates bear out these expectations. Numerical 
calculations have been made for a plaana with the following properties : 
plasma frequency S Jfte ; electron gyro-frequency 1,5 MHz ; ion gyro-frequency 
51 Hz. TOe plasma i s assumed to contain only O ions, and collisions between 
charged and neutral particles are ignored. A basic set of assumptions i s 
that the effects of plasma turbulence can be represented by an enhanced 
electron-ion collision frequency, inserted into the coM-plaara formulae 
for the electric mnhlHties of the charged particles, which are given in 
appendix 1 of the paper by COERO (1972). Fig. 3 shows the results for the 
modulus of the transfer impedance Z, as a function of the effective collision 
frequency v , for a probe of the sane dimensions as before, and for 
various frequencies in the range 100-1600 Hz. In the absence of turbulence, 
the electron-ion collision frequency might be around 100 Bz, which yields, 
at f = 500 Hz, a mainly inductive impedance with | z | = 2 ohms. Now since 
the parallel resistivity at zero frequency i s directly proportional to v , 
the factor by which v i s enhanced in the presence of turbulence i s the same 
as the enhancement factor for the resistivity, namely about 10 4. Hence v 
becomes 10 B , which gives a mainly resistive impedance with |z | = 30 etas 
et 500 Hz. m this instance, therefore, the turbulence enhances the modulus 
of the transfer impedance by a factor of 15, taking i t from a value that i s 
scarcely detectable to one that i s readily measurable ; this instance i s 
typical. 
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Bie shapes of the curves in fig. 3 are independent of the plasma 
frequency, i . e . of the electron density, which affects only their general 
level. For a given probe excitation frequency f and electron collision 
frequency u , the absolute value of Z i s inversely i" , 1' "•' ITIFII to the 
electron density N. Knowing this, the curves can be scaled appropriately 
for values of N different from 3.1. Mr o n , which corresponds to the 
assured plasma frequency of 5 mz. I t also follows that our estimate of the 
factor by which the turbulence enhances | z | I s independent of N. 

2.3. Critique of the assumptions : 

To justify the optimism that these theoretical predictions invite, 
the basic assumptions need to be examined critically and vindicated. The 
main assumptions are, f irstly, that cold-plasma theory i s applicable, and 
secondly, that the effects of the turbulence are equivalent to an enhancement 
of the electron-ion collision frequency. These two points will now be 
examined in turn. 

is a general rule, cold-plasma theory i s valid as an approximation 
to kinetic theory so long as the dimensions of the physical system considered 
are large coopered to a l l the microscopic lengths that characterize the 
plasma. In the example considered above, the dimension quoted for the probe 
i s the 2 m length of the diagonal of the square. The characteristic lengths 
for the plasma are the Debye length, the gyro-radii of the electrons and ions, 

»>' ' if «* "' *• ' w1 "tf V 
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3. Transfer Jirpedance of an Elf quadripole probe in a turbulent plasmaf 

as a function of effective electron-ion collision frequency. See text 
for assumed values of plasma parameters. 
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and their mean free paths between collisions. Hew these quantities vary with 
heiiht in the ionosphere, under stable conditions, i s shewn in figs. 2-4 of 
the paper by ODEBO (1972). In the F region, the Debye length i s generally 
less than 10 on at night and less than 1 cm during the day, while the 
electron gyro-radius i s no mora than a few centimetres at al l tines, so these 
quantities satisfy the above inequality. On the other hand, the ion 
gyro-radii are several metres, but this i s without consequence in the present 
case since the proposed probe excitation frequencies are large compared to the 
Ion gyro-frequency, so the magnetic field doss not influence the relevant ion 
dynamics. Likewise collisions with electrons do not influence the ions 
appreciably, so the Ion mean free path i s irrelevant also. 

. There remains thé mean free path for the electrons, which needs 
a more thorough examination. Since their motion across the magnetic f tela 
Is n-««—» to the scale of a gyro-radius, the important quantity i s the 
distance that the electrons travel along the field between successive 
collisions, moving at their thermal speeds of 100-250 lao/s ; we shall call 
i t the parallel mean free path. Now we argue that this quantity should 
be compared, not simply with the size of the probe, but rather with the 
distance that characterizes the extension along the magnetic field of the 
alternating electric field that the probe creates ; this i s equal to the size 
of the probe multiplied by the factor | o Q / a \~1^, which represents the 
anisotropy of the plasna and may be quite large «afflSSEKKUX, 1969 and 1971). 
In a stable F-reglon plasna, with v - 100 s - 1 , the parallel mean free 
path i s 1-2,5 km and exceeds even the parallel extension of the SC electric 

fFKCTNl COUISriM FIIEnKIKVCr ,) 

4. Effect of anlsotropy of the turbulence en the transfer impedance at 500 Hz 
— — — isotropic turbulence ; anisotropic turbulence. 
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field, but this does not matter since such Infrequent electron-Ion collisions 

hardly affect the transfer impedance at all at the frequencies considered. 

In the presence of turbulence, with v - 10 s , the parallel mean 

free path is only 10-25 cm, which is even less Ulan the size.of the probe. 

Hence we conclude that, even in respect of the electron mean îree path, 

the inequality is satisfied whenever we need it to be, so we tan have 

seasonable confidence in the predictions of cold-plasma theory. 

We now turn to the question of whether the effects of tie plasma 

turbulence can truly be represented by an enhanced electron-Ion collision 

frequency. Granted the approximate validity of cold-plasma theory, this 

question may appear superfluous, since there Is no other way of representing 

dlssipative coupling between electrons and ions in the framework <S this 

theory. However, a genuine question remains as to whether the saneignhanced 

collision frequency should be used In calculating the parallel cornùctivity o 

and the perpendicular conductivity a . Ihe observations of parallel 

electric fields show that the turbulence affects o Q , but reveal nothing 

about its eventual effect on a . flie extent to which a also is affected 
i l 

depends on the degree of Isotropy of the turbulence. In using the same enhanced 

collision frequency to calculate a and a , we are assuming implicitly that 

the turbulence is Isotropic. However, the parallel electric field observations 

are consistent with extremely anisotropic turbulence in which the non-linear 

unstable waves are all being propagated along the magnetic field. Such 

turbulence would have no effect on a . m fig. 4, we compare graphs of 

the probe transfer impedance at 500 Hz versus effective collision frequency, 

for isotropic turbulence (solid line), and for anisotropic turbulence of the 

Qpe just described (broken line). As we might expect, the latter has the 

greater effect on the transfer impedance : with v = 10 s~ , we have 

|Z| = 36 ohms for anisotropic turbulence, against 30 ohms for isotropic 

turbulence. 

Of course, if the anisotropy was of the opposite type, with the 

unstable waves being propagated mainly perpendicular to the magnetic field, 

it would lead to a lesser effect on |z| for a given value of v , but this 

state of affairs is unlikely. The parallel electric field observations 

imply that the parallel mean free paths of the electrons are only one order 

of magnitude larger than the Debye length, so if the turbulence was 

anisotropic in this second way, then their perpendicular mean free paths 

would be less than their gyro-radii and of the same order as the Debye 

length. It seems unreasonable to suppose that any plas..a turbulence could 

scatter the electrons as effectively as this. 
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3 . PRflCTICM. tCTMLS 

3.1. Foreword : 
When designing a rocket experiment to measure enhanced resistivity, 

using -he principle described above, the following are the main practical 
details that have to be decided s 

- the question of «nether to work at fixed frequency, or to sweep 
the frequency ; 

- the design of the sensor i 
- the choice of the eventual supporting experiments. 

Ihey are dealt with consecutively below. 

3.2. fixed or swept frequency ? 
The answer to this question depends firstly on whether or not the 

variation of |z| , as a function of the probe excitation frequency f , 
contains interesting information. New, by comparing the five curves in fig. 3, 
we can see that the form of the function | Z (f) | depends on the effective 
collision frequency. At the lowest values of v , the modulus of Z is approximately 
proportional to f in the frequency range considered, while at the highest 
values it is independent of f. At the value v = 10 s~ , which we have 
taken as representative of a turbulent plasma, |z (£) ) exhibits intermediate 
behaviour. Hence the measurement of this function, over a frequency range of 
about 100-1600 Hz, would indeed provide information on the effective collision 
frequency, which is the prime object of our interest. 

On these grounds, it is desirable that the frequency be swept 
continuously and cyclically over the above range. Alternatively it could 
be stepped discontiiwously, or again, the probe could be excited with several 
discrete frequencies simultaneously. Other and more sophisticated arrangements 
are conceivable. 

On the other hand, the measurement of |z| over a range of frequencies 
involves three disadvantages : a loss of temporal resolution, a loss of 
sensitivity, and complexity of the probe electronics. 

The need for good temporal resolution is attested by the fact that, in 
the only previous rocket experiment that found direct evidence of plasma 
"nrbulenee in the F region, the turbulence was highly localized : it was 
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observed during 1 a only (BERING, KEEIEÏ, and MDZER, 1975). Although 
the turbulence associated with the parallel electric fields reported in the 
earlier literature i s thought to be of a different nature, and i s presumably 
more widespread, the results of BERING et a l . show that the probe should 
have a rapid response i f no relevant phenomena are to be missed. 

Moreover, even i f the state of the plasma did not vary rapidly 
in tine, nor in space along the trajectory of the rocket, a rapid response 
would s t i l l be necessary because the output signal from the probe might be 
nodulated by the spin of the rocket (BEGHIN, 1970 and 1971) l thus, i f the 
temporal resolution were not rauch smaller than the spin period, the data 
would be difficult to process. 

tor a given tosmporal resolution, the probe will be most sensitive 
i f i t i s worked at a fixed frequency, in which case the output signal can be 
integrated coherently over a time equal to the desired resolution ; this 
procedure yields the greatest possible inprovsrent in signal-to-noise ratio. 
Itère i s a need for sensitivity since i t i s desirable that the probe be 
capable of measuring the resistivity of the plasma in i t s normal as well 
as in i t s turbulent state. In § 2.1. we concluded that i t i s not feasible 
to measure the normal resistivity of the stable F-region plasma, but this 
conclusion was based on the figure of 5 ohms for the minimum measurable 
transfer irapedance, which was drawn from practical experience with a 
swepfc-freguency probe (BEGHIN and DEBBIE, 1972). The use of a probe at fixed 
frequency would certainly reduce this figure, and might well make the normal 
resistivity measurable : further steps towards this goal are described in 
S 3.3. below. 

m our opinion, the sensitivity factor tips the scale in favour 
of the use of a fixed frequency, at any rate in the first experiment of 
this kind, but an additional and Important factor leading to the same 
conclusion i s the concomitant simplification of the electronics (see § 3.3.) . 

there remains the question of what fixed frequency to work at, and 
this choice involves a compromise, as appears from fig. 3. At the highest 
frequency (1600 Hz), the transfer Impedance under normal stable conditions 
i s so high (6,6 ohms) that i t may even be measurable witiuut improvement in 
the sensitivity, but on the other hand the factor by which i t i s enhanced in 
the presence of turbulence i s only about 5. At the lowest frequency (100 Hz), 
the enhancement factor i s much greater (40), but the transfer impedance 
under stable conditions i s much lower (0,35 ohms). we feel that the choice 
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of a frequency around 500 Hz, at «Rich the normal transfer impedance is 2 ohms 
and the turbulent enhancement factor is 15, represents a reasonable compromise 
jj, the present state of «he art. 

The decision to work at fixed frequency denies us the information 
contained in the frequency variation of |Z| , and this deficiency must be made 
up by means of data from supporting experiments carried in the same pay lead. 
Specifically, we need certain data to enable us to predict what | z | should 
be if the plasma were stable, lhe necessary experiments are described in § 3.4. 
below. 

3.3. 
Hie basic design of the sensor. Involving four Bphsrical electrodes, 

is illustrated in fig. 1. Mien mounted on a rocket, it normally takes the 
femp shown in fig. 5. Each sphere is supported by a boom that is deployed 
fro» the payload, perpendicularly to the axis of the rocket. Bie very simple 
electronics that is required to work this sensor at a fixed frequency is 
shown in fig. 6. 
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S. Rocket mounting of a quadripole probe with the basic square layout. 
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For the reasons explained in § 3.2. above, we «ant to know how this 
design could be optimized - or perhaps modified - so as to improve the 
sensitivity of the probe, and for this purpose we mist look at the expression 
for the transfer impedance. When the axis of the rocket is parallel to the 
magnetic field, so that the plane of the probe is perpendicular to the field, 
then the transfer impedance is 

(1) Z < n 
*t d a. 

where d i s the length of a semi-diagonal of the square ( i .e . the distance of 
each sphere from the axis) and o m • (a 0 aj " i s the mean conductivity 
(OCERO, 1972). Mien the rocket axis i s inclined to the field, the impedance 
i s different and depends on the spin phase ; as the rocket spins, | Z| varies 
both above and below the value given fay the expression (1), which may therefore 
be taken as representative. 

Examining the denominator of this expression, we see that in principle 
|Z| could be increased by reducing the characteristic dimension of the sensor 
below the value of 1 m assumed hitherto, but there are several objections to 
this proceeding. Firstly, a reduction of d brings the probe closer to tfie 
situation in Which cold-plasma theory becomes inapplicable (see § 2.3.) ; 
in this situation, equation (1) certainly over-estimates |z | . Secondly, the 
smaller the distance between the spheres and the body, the more susceptible 
i s the sensor to various perturbations, due for instance to the wake that 
trails behind the body as i t moves through the plasma. For these reasons. 
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6. Block diagram of the electronics for the probe of fig. 5. 
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especially the latter, a distance of 1 m between the spheres and the rocket 
body is probably a minimal. 

New because, for a sensor as shown in fig. 5, the length d is the only 
adjustable parameter, retaining hopes of improving the sensitivity mist be 
pinned on modifications of the design ; in particular, we can imagine different 
layouts for the four electrodes. Examining the numerator of the expression 
(1), we see that it is the difference of two terms : the first represents the 
electrical coupling between each of the transmitting spheres and the receiving 
sphere that is the nearer to it, at a distance of J7. d along a side of the 
square j the second term represents the coupling of each transmitting sphere 
with the other receiving sphere, opposite to it at a distance 2d across 
the diagonal. Evidently any change in layout that increases the first term 
and/or decreases the second will augment |Z| . 

This means that the four spheres shot 'd be laid cut in such a way 
that the distance from each transmitting sphere to the nearer of the two 
receiving spheres is less, and the distance to the further receiving sphere 
greater, than in the square layout of fig. 5. 

A layout that meets this requirement is the rectangular one illustrated 
in fig. 7. Here the lengths of the individual boons have been increased to 2d, 

Quadripole probe with rectangular layout. 



but the angles between adjacent toons are no longer 90° i In the example 
illustrated, they have been chosen so that the distance between nearest 
neighbour spheres i s d. Ihe figure shows which spheres emit current and which 
receive potential. For this layout, the transfer impedance i s given by an 
expression similar to (1), but in which the numerator i s 2 - 1 / 2 = 1,5 
instead of /2 - 1 = 0,414. Hence, if d i s held constant, the result of this 
change of layout i s to increase |z | by a factor of 3,6. 

A similar result my be got by adopting the layout of fig. 8, in 
which the four electrodes are a l l In line, and so require only two boons to 
support them. Such an arrangement would simplify the Interpretation of the 
data, where account has to be taken of the orientation of the sensor with 
respect to the earth's magnetic field, since there i s only one direction to 
be considered (BEGUM and MEME, 1972}. With the dimensions shown in the 
figure, the numerator in (1) becomes 2 - 2/5 » 1,6, so |Z| i s increased by 
the factor 3,9 with respect to the square layout. Hie reduction in the number 
of booms i s an additional advantage, but this may be offset by the greater 
complexity in their construction. 

Ho» each of these various changes in layout yields an increase In the 
received signal strength for a given emitted current, but this i s only one 
of the factors that influence the sensitivity of the probe s for a given tine 
resolution, the sensitivity i s determined by the signal-to-^noise ratio (S/N), 
so the noise level i s an equally important factor. If the noise ware mainly 
technological, produced in the receiver, then i t would be independent of the 
sensor layout, and any changes in this layout would modify S/N to the extent 
that they modify the signal strength. But previous experience shows that this 
i s not usually the case, and that the sensitivity of rocket-borne ELF 
electric-field receivers Is generally limited by natural noise in the ambient 
medium. If this noise ware electrostatic, and i t s spatial scale much lass 
than the distance between the receiving spheres, then the resulting fluctuations 
of the potentials of these two spheres would be mutually uncorrelated, and 
their root-mean-square (SMS) potential difference would be independent of the 
distance, there i s some evidence that this state of affairs may exist in the 
auroral ionosphere, at any rate for part of the noise, and i f so, then the 
change in S/tt due to a change in layout would again be equal to the change 
in signal strength. However, some or even most of the external ELF noise i s 
probably due to electric fields, either electrostatic or electromagnetic, 
with wavelengths much larger than the distance between the two receiving 
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.ateres, in which case the SMS noise level is directly proportional to this 
distance. For the square, rectangular, and rectilinear layouts illustrated 
in figures 5, 7, and 8 respectively, the IMS noise potentials are in the 
proportions ( 1 : 2,7 i 4,2 ), whereas the signal potentials are in the 
proportions ( 1 : 3,6 : 3,9 ), so the signal-to-noise (potential) ratios 
ore in the proportions ( 1 : 1,3 : 0,9 ). These figures show that the 
jnprovanent in S/N resulting from the adoption of the rectangular layout 
is nuch less than the increase in signal strength, while In the case of the 
rectilinear layout this increase is more than counteracted by the Increased 
noise level, so the upshot is a net loss in S,N. In principle this loss 
could be overcame by the simple device of interchanging the positions of the 
anlttlng and receiving spheres, with respect to those shown in fig. 8, which 
would reduce the noise potentials by a factor of 2/3 while leaving the signal 
unchanged ; then this layout would yield an improvement in signal-to-noise 
(potential) ratio of 1.4. with respect to the square. In practice, however, 
the receiving spheres of the quadripole probe may have to serve simultaneously 
as sensors for other experiments, such as measurements of natural DC or AC 
electric fields, and these generally require that the spheres be mounted 
on the tips of the booms as shown in the figure. Thus there is no escape from 
the conclusion that if the noise is external and due to large-scale electric 
fields, neither of the layouts of figs. 7 and 8 will lead to greatly 
improved sensitivity in comparison with the basic square layout of fig. 5. 

A novel suggestion as to how the sensor might be redesigned so as both 
to increase the signal and to reduce the noise has been made by J.M. CHASSERIAUX 
(private communication) ; it is illustrated in fig. 9. This layout Involves 

6. Quadripole probe with rectilinear layout. 



9. Proposed 8-pole probe. 

two boon pairs of the type shewn in fig. 8, mounted at right angles to one 
another, and carrying altogether eight electrodes, four of which emit 
currents and four receive potentials. The electronics associated with this 
sensor is shown in fig. 10. Vie suppose that the two preamplifiers and the 
differential anplifier all have unit gain, and that the total received 
potential V is measured at the output from the latter. Then, if the 
dimensions of the sensor are as shown in fig. 9, the transfer iirpedance 
Z = V/l is given by an expression of the form (1), but with the factor 
2,58 in the numerator instead of /2 - 1 ; thus, in comparison with the 
square layout, the signal strength is multiplied by 6,2. However, an even 
more interesting feature of this 8-pole probe is the reduction of noise 
from large-scale external electric fields, m fig. 10, the upper and lower 
pairs of receiving spheres are seen to form two parallel dipole antennas of 
equal length, which respcnd to such fields equally. The circuit diagram shows 
that the noise outputs from these two antennas are subtracted, so they would 
cancel each other completely if the system was perfect. Of course it will 
not be so in practice, but none the less a substantial reduction in the noise 
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10. Block diagram of the electronics for the probe of fig. 9. 

due to large-scale fields may be expected. Noise due to small-scale fields 
villi not be reduced, though. We conclude that, of the various sensor designs 
considered, the 8-pole sensor of figs. 9 and 10 offers the highest sensitivity 
and hence the best hope of being able to measure the mean resistivity 
of the ionospheric plasma, under stable as well as under turbulent conditions ; 
we intend to use it in our first experiment of this kind. 

3.4. Supporting experiments : 

At the ena of § 3.2., we noted that the decision to work the quadripole 
probe at a fixed frequency necessitates the inclusion of various supporting 
experiments in the rocket payload, to provide data on the basic plasma 
parameters that we have to know so as to be able to calculate what the 
transfer impedance should be in the absence of turbulence. These parameters 
are the electron density and the electron temperature ; the latter is required 
for calculating the electron-ion collision frequency- Since the effects of the 
turbulence are expected to be large, no very great accuracy is called for in 
the measurement of these parameters : 30 % should be quite adequate. Nowadays 
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both electrostatic anâ radio-frequency probes exist that can measure either 

electron density or electron temperature or both, to this accuracy or better. 

It would be helpful If the probes oould continue to function even in the 

presence of strong turbulence, measuring the mean values of the fluctuating 

plasma parameters ; electrostatic probes may prove to be more effective than 

EF probes in this respect. Finally, to complete the calculation of the 

transfer impedance z , data are needed on the attitude of the probe relative 

to the earth's magnetic field. He want tc oalculate Z theoretically from the 

data mentioned above so that we can use the measurements of this quantity, 

in regions where the plasma is certainly stable, to check that the probe is 

performing in accordance with the predictions of cold-plasma theory (see § 2.3.). 

The measurements of Z in ' regions of turbulent plasma will be used 

to determine the effective electron-ion collision frequency. For this purpose, 

the only supporting data required are the elc tron density and the payload 

attitude. 

It would be interesting to compare the collision frequency measured 

by the quadripole probe, which works at a few hundred Hertz, with that deduced 

from the parallel conductivity at zero frequency. Hie latter could be determined 

as the ratio of the parallel DC electric field to the density of the field-

aligned current of thermal electrons, if these two quantities could be 

measured. Proven methods exist for vector measurement of DC electric fields 

(FAHIESCN, 1972 ; M3ZER, 1973), but the current measurement is more difficult. 

On the assumption that the currents flow in sheets stretched out along 

parallels of magnetic latitude, their density can be derived from accurate 

vector measurements of magnetic field (CLOUTIER et al., 1970). But this is 

the total current density, which generally includes a part due to precipitating 

energetic particles. In principle, if adequate measurements are made of the 

distribution functions of the energetic particles, both electrons and protons, 

then their contributions to the field-aligned current density can be evaluated 

and subtracted from the total, leaving the contribution of the thermal electrons : 

unfortunately this procedure is of doubtful accuracy. Nevertheless measurements 

should be made of energetic-particle distribution functions, because of their 

relevance to the origin of the plasma turbulence. SK3EEY and POTTEŒITE (1971) 

and POITELErlE (1973) have proposed a method for measuring the thermal 

contribution directly, but the theory of it assumes that the plasma is stable, 

and it has not yet been experimented in space. Die question of how to measure 

field-aligned currents of thermal electrons, eventually in the presence of 

turbulence, is an outstanding problem in space plasma metrology. 
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Finally, supporting measurements should be made of the turbulent 
fields that cause the enhanced resistivity. Since the turbulence theory of 
PAPAKfOUtCS and OCEFEST (1974 a and b) involves bath electron waves and Ion 
waves, AC electric field measurements are needed over a wide range of 
frequencies, including both the election and ion plasma frequencies. A 
difficulty In such measurements i s that the fields probably have a very small 
spatial scale : the smallest wavelength involved cannot exceed the parallel 
electron loan free path, which we estimated as 10-25 en in S 2 .3 . . New types 
of antenna mist be designed for measuring electric fields on such snail 
scales. Die payload should also include electrostatic probes capable of measuring 
the turbulent fluctuations of the electron and ion densities, up to as high a 
frequency as possible. 

4. OOMCauSIOMS 

Ins method proposed in this paper appears to be capable of making direct 
measuronents of the enhanced resistivity of the turbulent plasma in the auroral 
F legion, and so confirming the correctness of previous reports that parallel 
electric fields occur in this region. The normal resistivity, at times and in 
places «here toe plasma i s stable, may even be measurable also. 

These conclusions are founded on calculations of the transfer impedance 
of an HP quadripole probe, which ware made using cold-plasma theory and 
assailing that the effects of the plasma turbulence can be represented by an 
enhanced electron-ion collision frequency. Reasons lave been given for believing 
that these approximations are valid. Nevertheless, in future theoretical 
work, they should be checked by repeating the calculations without their aid. 
(or a stable magnetoplasma the basic theory exists already, but the following 
development? are needed : f irstly, an expression must be obtained for the 
conductivity tensor, as a function of the wavenunfeer vector K and of the 
angular frequency a , at S F Where the ion motion i s significant, using 
full kinetic theory and representing the electron-ion collisions by means 
of a Pokker-Planck term ; secondly, using this expression, an integration 
over k space must be performed numerically in order to obtain the probe 
transfer inpedaiee at a given u . For a turbulent plasma, the procedure 
le the same in principle, but the first step i s much more difficult. Nevertheless 
i t may s t i l l be feasible, provided that plasma turbulence theory can give an 
adequate statistical description of the non-linear turbulent fields. These 
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developments are indispensable i f the theory of the method i s to be put on a 
firm footing. 

Meanwhile, the provisional conclusions are sufficiently encouraging 
to justify an experimental test of the proposed method. He hope to do this 
during the IMS, through participation in the Swedish "Substom - GBOS" 
rocket programme. Ihe first firings are currently scheduled for January 1978. 
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Abstract 

In recent years i t has become clear that many studies of the 

ionosphere can only be fully understood i f account i s taken of neutral 

air notions* It i s shown that comparisons between meteor radar 

observations and other measurements of neutral winds in the lower B-

region can exhibit good agreement provided that the observations are 

made simultaneously and in a common volume of atmosphere and that 

certain restrictions are applied to the time and spaoe over which the 

meteor radar data are averaged. 

A meteor radar vertical wind profile, obtained under these con

ditions, has shown an interesting correlation with an electron density 

profile measured during a Petrel rocket flight. Suoh co-ordinated 

aeronooic studies are likely to increase our understanding of the physical 

and chemical processes which take place in the lower thermosphère. 

.Suggested Keywords 

Radar measurement/tleteor trains^find Velocity Measurements/ 

Ionospheric drift/Lower ionosphere/Electron Density Profiles/ 

Wind Profiles. 
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1. Introduction 

Neutral winds in the region 80 - 115 ko stay be observed either 
by ground-based radio teohniques or by the photography of visual 
rooket-released trails. Release experimentr have considerable advant
ages in that the motion of all parts of the trail may be measured 
permitting the construction of an almost "instantaneous" vertical wind 
profile Which can reveal the presence of turbulence and other small 
scale features. However the technique ÎB dependent on good weather 
conditions and too expensive to be employed on a regular synoptic basis, 

The two most common radio techniques involvo the total reflection 
ionospheric drift (D1) and the meteor radar (J>2) systems, both of which 
are relatively inexpensive to operate and may in principle be used 
continuously. Their disadvantage is that the vertical wind structure 
ia not revealed instantaneously but has to be oompiled from a number 
of measurements separated in time and space. It is therefore of con* 
siderable interest to compare the results of wind profiles obtained 
in this way with those obtained photographically. The results of most 
previous attempts have been disappointing, with the radio results showing 
little or no agreement in detail with the rocket trail results. Com
parisons between D1 and D2 observations have shown some correlation 
bat with systematic differences (e.g. Huiler 1968). Recent experiments 
indicate that these differences can now be attributed to the different 
temporal and spatial averaging used by the various techniques and the 
absolute differences in time and space between the data sets being 
compared. 

2. 3» and P2 Observations 
2 la 1973 Stubbs, in Australia, showed that basically good agreement 

could be obtained between D1 and D2 provided that meteor echo heights 
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occurred close to the ionoephsrio roflection levels. Pelgato ot e l . 

(1975)showedf more generally, that multiple ionospherio reflections 

exhibiting differing velocities could be satisfactorily incorporated 

into a vertical wind structure pattern plotted simultaneously from 

meteor radar data. In this experiment, the meteor radar station at 

Sheffield (U.K.) operated alternately on aerialB directed SH and M, 

the latter illuminating a volume of atmosphere which included that 

covered by the drift apparatus established at Lancaster (see Figure 1). 

The data recorded on this ÏW aerial showed better agreement with the 

drift results than those recorded on the SH aerial which illuminated 

a volume of the meteor region Borne 250 km south of Lancaster. 

These experiments established that vertical wind structure and 

spatial factors are of importance when comparing ground-based observa

tions of winds in the lower thermosphère. 

1 - A map showing the location of the two meteor radar stations, 

the ionospheric drift apparatus at Lancaster and the South 

Uist rocket range. 



3* Qround-based and rocket trail measurements 

Early comparisons hetueen rocket trail winds and ground-cased 

measurements which had not shown good agreement (e.g. Lloyd et al* 

19T27 Rees et al. 19720 had not been made simultaneously in a ooamon 

volume of atmosphere* In view of the experience gained in comparing 

the 31 and D2 techniques i t was decided to overcome these disadvantages 

in a joint experiment between the University of Sheffield and University 

College London» The Sheffield meteor wind group established a temporary 

radar station at Stoxnoway in the Outer Hebrides* Here a narrow beam 

aerial was arranged so that it would illuminate the volume of atmosphere 

into which rockets were to be launched from the rocket range on the 

island of South Uist (see Figure 1). On the night of 10th September, 

1973 two Petrel rockets containing chemilumensoent TWa (Trimethyl Alu-

ninium) were launched from South Uist by the UCL group* The first flight» 

P102H* was fired at 00*02 U»T» into evening twilight and the second, P103H, 

at 04*18 U,T. into the following morning twilight. Technical and meteor

ological difficulties marred the first flightî only one camera was able 

to photograph the trail and meteor radar observations were not able to 

commence until nearly 30 minutes after the 3914 trail was released. The 

observations therefore were not strictly made simultaneously. The 

second flight, on the other hand, proceeded successfully and 35 meteor 

echoes were recorded over a period of 30 minutes centred on the time 

of the trail photography. 

Owing to the errors in the first wind profile, arising from the 

loss of one camera site, and the delay in the meteor radar observations 

no significant detailed correlation was found between the two sets of 

measurementB. 
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•She results of the second flight, P103H, shown in Figure 2, were 

«ore encouraging with a significant correlation (correlation coefficient 

r m 0.53, significance p < 0.003). In view of the spread in time and 

space of the meteor trails reoorded, partial samples were taken for 

further analysis. Figure 3 shows the rocket release data again together 

tilth only those meteors recorded within + 5 minutes of the trail photo

graphy. The correlation ia now improved with r « 0.73| P < 0*005 and 

in particular the three meteor echoes recorded during the 3 minutes of 
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FIGURE 3. 

Z - The P103H vertical wind profile (- * -) together with the 

individual meteor measurements (•) recorded within + 15 

oinutds. 

Figure ft - The F103H wind profile (- - -) showing only those meteor 

measurements (•) recorded within + 5 minutes and during 

the trail photography (*)• 
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the photography (narked by asterisks on Figure 3) can be seen to be in 
very good agreement with the trail measurements. An improved agreement 
was likewise obtained whan only those echoes occurring spatially close 
(on the basis of echo range) to the TMA trail were selected for compari
son. Those echoes within 100 km of the trail give a correlation coeffi
cient of 0.65 and the 8 eohoes raoorded within 50 km give a correlation 
coefficient of 0«9* Further details of the correlation analysis are 
given in Table 1* 

The conclusion of this experiment was that the spatial and temporal 
averaging normally applied to meteor wind data must be given more care
ful consideration than was previously thought necessary. Hanson, Gregory 
and Stephenson (1974J have also stressed the need for similar averaging 
times in comparisons between neutral wind measuring techniques after com
paring individual 3 minute ionospheric D1 soundings with the hourly oeaaB, 

The present results show that, by suitable selection of radio-meteor 
trains according to time and location of their occurrence, it is possible 
to deduce short term and small scale wind structure as well as the 
grosser features such as tides and planetary waves. 

This is an important result because though there are a number of 
ground-based techniques for monitoring the ionized oomponent of the 
atmosphere, there are few methods of making regular observations of 
the neutral component. At these altitudes the neutral and ionized 
constituents play an interacting role in determining the dynamic res
ponse of the atmosphere to the various energy inputs. 

It is thought, aa the one hand, that neutral winds may be partially 
driven by auroral heating during or after magnetic storms and on the 
other hand that the neutral wind may effect the distribution of electrons 
by both large scale transport prooesses and more local electrodynamics! 



effects* An example of such a localised process i s the magnetoshear 

mechanism suggested to account for the formation of some sporadic-E 

layers in which the redistribution of ionization is effected by the 

ionized particles being driven across the earth *B magnetic field by 

differential neutral air motions. This and other related theories have 

boon tested during a number of rocket flights when i t has been possible 

to treasure winds, electron densities and magnetic fields simultaneously. 

Whilst some interesting and enoouraging results have been obtained they 

are not always in accordance or oonoluaive that sporadio-E layers can he 

generated by the action of wind shears* It i s clear that f Ui'ther observ

ations are required and these could be most easily supplied by regular 

ground-based monitoring of neutral winds during rocket flights carrying 

«lectron density probes. 

4. A ground-based contribution to a rocket-borne n Bounding 

During the 1973 campaign at South Uist the Petrel rocket P106H 

was fired at 04*36 TUT. on IJth September as part of the collaborative 

programme of VIP studies between Sheffield and Southampton Universities. 

Tïic rocket was equipped with a Langmuir Probe for measuring electron 

densities and temperatures and i t had been decided that meteor radar 

^Voorvations would be made from Stornoway immediately before and after 

••to flight since an earlier flight (P47H) had flown through an apparently 

=ï tried sporadic-E layer where neutral wind data could have proved useful 

:% interpreting the results (Usher, Ityeroft, Gibbons, 1975)7 

Communication and operational reasons prevented the meteor radar 

-V*«OB> from making observations immediately prior to the launch but 

• ••«rvationB were commenced on the SW common volume aerial 14 minutes 
v - c? the instant of firing and 16 useful echoes were reoorded over a 
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period of 11 minutes. The wind profile constructed from these data is 
shown in Figure 4 together with the upleg and part of the downleg elec
tron density profiles measured oy the rocket. Analysis of the downleg 
electron density profile proved difficult because of multiple losses of 
telemetry and wake effects hut those electron currents which could be 
measured indicate a similar profile to the upleg measurements giving 
confidence in the relative profile even though the absolute values of 
electron density could be in error by a factor of 2. 

Background neutral wind observations were made throughout the 14th 
and 15th September on both the SW and NW aerials and these show that at 
the time of flight the height averaged SE component was near zero and 
therefore the BE component of the profile shown in Figure 4 may be con
sidered to represent the actual neutral air flow at the time of measurement. 

The rocket P106H was launched into a pre-dawn magnetically quiet 
ionosphere. VU? receivers on the ground and on the rooket showed no 
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Figure A - P106H electron density profiles and the vertical wind profile. 
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-•ijpi.ce of enhanced electron preoipitation and the meteor data showed 

•hat turbulent ac t iv i ty was low. The s imi lar i ty of the electron density 

—i neutral Hind prof i l e s shown in Figure 4 suggest the ver t i ca l wind 

^•ructure has played Boms part in the distribution of e leotrons. 

v^ortunately i t i s not poss ible with absolute certainty to ident i fy 

• *•.* wind maxima with the eleotron density maxima because of the un

certaint ies associated with the two techniques allowing a poss ible 

vertical shift of one prof i le with reapeot t o the other toy + 2 km* 

T.:<s magnitude of the enhancements i n electron density in Figure 4 i s 

loss than that for a conventional mid-latitude sporadic-E, Two succes 

sive rocket f l i g h t s reported by Rees et a l . (1973? detected a similar r 
TABLE! I 

L 

\ . HINGE 

I TIKE N y 
ALL DATA 

ECHOES 
Hiram 
100 KM 

OP TRAIL 

ECHOES 
MTMW 
50 KM 

OP TBAIL 

ALL DATA 

lainutea 

r . 0.53 
p < 0.005 
n . 35 

r - 0.65 
p< 0.005 
n - 19 

r » 0.9 
p < 0.005 
n = 8 

i 

i minutes 
r = 0.73 
P < 0.005 
n - 13 

r . 0.71 
p ~ 0.01 
n i 10 

r <= 0.94 
p < 0.005 
n « 5 

r = correlation coefficient 

p - significance 

n * sample size 

gable I - P103H correlation analysis. The problem of 

correlating two individual sets of measure

ments which, do not necessarily refer to the 

same set of heights was overcome by comparing 

each meteor train velocity with the velocity, 

at that height, derived from a best fit curve 

through the THa trail measurements. 
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phenomenon in that a persistent sporadic—B layer coincided with a north 

easterly wind velocity maximum, though in this case i t must be noted 

that both the wind velocity and the electron density enhancement were 

of greater magnitude. If the height variations in electron density 

observed with P106H are assumed to be associated with the wind structure 

then these data support the results of Sees et al. (1973T ^ are not 

in accordance with the wind shear theory of sporadic-E formation. 

5» Conclusion 

The results of these combinations of ground-based meteor wind radar 

and rocket-borne techniques show that a portable meteor radar can he 

operated which will give information on the neutral air flow and tur

bulence. This may be of considerable interest to those wishing to 

interpret chemical and physical processes in the upper atmosphère since 

neutral winds may influence the distribution of ionization in both the 

large scale transport processes and in the more local enhancement of 

electron density as described in section 4» Current work includes 

making the equipment more readily transportable such that i t could pro

vide relatively low cost information on the neutral atmosphere at 

auroral and equatorial latitudes. 

In order to speed up the production of vertical profiles i t i s now 

found desirable to process the meteor wind data in real time and so the 

Sheffield University Meteor Wind Group i s intending to include an on

line mini-computer in the equipment. This will avoid the present laborious 

analysis procedures which preclude continuous operation for lengthy 

periods. The mini-computer will obtain wind velocities from some 

meteors which were formerly too short-lived for measurement and this 

will increase the iata rate by a factor of about three. Recognising 
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•the need for a high data raise, a series of remote receiving stations 

are being established so that each detected meteor train will provide 

simultaneous air velocity measurements at several heights. 
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The e l e c t r i c f i e l d of a whist ler mode wave at half the loca l 

gyrofrequency generated by a 10 cm diameter loop antenna w i l l 

be measured in the near f i e l d for varying input power. 

At low power the normal resonance cone should be seen but 

above a threshold value, parametrically produced waves should 

appear. These w i l l be received on an e l e c t r i c antenna, mixed to 

low frequency and telemetered to ground. 

The main purpose of t h i s experiment i s to invest igate 

fundamental non-linear interact ions which occur when a 

large amplitude wave i s propagating in a magnetoplasma. 

In the magnetospheric environment a great number of i n 

teractions are occuring making i t d i f f i c u l t to in t er 

pret rocket and s a t e l l i t e data. Consequently we are pro

posing an experiment in which a monochramatlc whis t l er 

mode wave of a s i n g l e frequency i s launched by a loop an

tenna. The power of the wave w i l l be changed in wel l de

fined s t eps , and by measuring the e l e c t r i c f i e l d of the 

wave i t should be poss ible to determine the f i e ld . s trength 

at which non-linear e f f e c t s become important. 



The theory of non linear interaction is extremely com
plicated and in general does not allow analytic solutions. 
It is therefore necessary to make a number of approximations 
so that a solution may be obtained • some parts of the 
theory have been tested in laboratory experiments but in 
this case the plasma parameter range is limited. In parti
cular it is not possible to obtain very low collision 
frequencies, and theory predicts that most of the non-linear 
interactions are very sensitive to this parameter. By con
ducting the experiment on a sounding rocket, the collision 
frequency changes by many orders of magnitude as the rocket 
proceeds through theD,Eand F layers of the ionosphere. If 
the theory and the mathematical approximations are validated, 
one could then proceed with a certain amount of confidence 
to apply these types of analysis to other non-linear phenomena 
such as wave particle interactions, wave growth and parametric 

decay and the development of turbulence on "anomalous 
resistivity". 

From this basis we will now describe the physics of 
the non-linear parametric interactions and properties of 
a whistler mode wave launched from a small antenna. 
Following this the proposed rocket experiment will be 
described. 

Parametric Decay 

The term parametric decay describes a non-linear mul
tiple wave Interaction in a plasma. Above a certain thres-
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hold field strength a propagating wave of frequency « J f 

and wave vector k,, undergoes a non-linear process in which 
energy is transferred to a number of other waves U ^ k ^ ) i = 2 B 

Here we are interested in a three wave interaction in which 
a whistler-node wave (HMW) (u,, kj) decays ir.co a second HHW 
(u,, k,) and an ion-acoustic wave (w,, kj). For this inter
action conservation of energy and momentum requires: 

"l " "2 * ™3 
and kj - k 2 + kj. (1) 

Observations of this interaction in laboratory plasmas 
(Porkolab et al, 1972; Boswell, 1975 ) show that n>2 general
ly differs from ai by less than 1%, implying |k 1| * |k 2|, 
and u- << u.. Since the phase velocity of the ion-acoustic 
wave is typically three orders of magnitude less than the 

whistler phase velocity then |k,fis also of the same order 
of magnitude as |kj| and |k 2|. It follows that k and k-

are approximately equal in magnitude but of opposite sign, 
allowing k- t 2k,. For simplicity we have only considered 
the case where the three vectors are co-linear and parallel 
to the geomagnetic field. The net result of the interaction 
is therefore : a forward propagating WMW, a backward pro
pagating HMî of approiiâmately the same frequency and a 
forward propagating ion-acoustic wave, whose frequency is 
give by: 

2 c s 

and v -is the whistler phase velocity. 
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It has keen shown (Boswell and Giles, 1976) that the thres
hold electric field required for the parametric decay to 
be observed is 

E t h • YF(mi,n,p,Bo,TerTi,i»1,iu2) 

where Y is the electron-ion or electron neutral collision 
frequency,mi the ion mass, n the plasma density, p the neut
ral pressure, Bo the ambient magnetic field, Te and Ti the 
electron and ion temperatures, BJ the frequency of the pump 
HOW and u, the frequency of backward propagating WMW. 

The grouth rate of the interaction is approximately 
the same at the frequency of the third wave, in this case, 

an ion-acoustic wave. 

From this theory we can obtain some typical expected 
values for the threshold field and grouth rate for labo
ratory, ionospheric and magnetospheric plasmas. 

Threshold Field 
Laboratory 10-103 V/m 
Ionosphere 10 -1 V/m 
Magnetosphere 10"s-10~3 V/m 

It is interesting to note that laboratory plasmas are very 
similar to the equatorial raagnetopheres of neutron stc-.*s. 

Grouth Rate 
105-106 Hz 
1-102 Hz 
0.1-1 Hz 
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nadiatlon from an Antenna. 

Now, in designing an experiment it is not possible to 
work with infinite plane waves so we have to consider the 
radiation of energy from a small but finite source. For the 
case of the whistler mode radiation which propagates below 
the electron gyro frequency some rather surprising facts 
emerge. The first and most obvious fact is that the plasma 
is anisotropic and the refractive index varies with the 
angle between the wave vector and the ambient magnetic field 
Consequently at an angle given by 

s i n 8 R i . <•>/<•> o e 

where u is the wave frequency and a the electron gyro 
frequency, the group velocity of the wave becomes very small 

This can be seen in the radiation pattern of the antenna 
as a rapid increase in the electric field as 6 R is 
approached. The electric field on this "resonance cone" 
surface which has its apex on the antenna and its axis 
along Bo can be 10-20 dB higher than in other regions of 
space surrounding the antenna. 

Laboratory experiments in the near field by Fisher and 
Gould (1971) and Gonfalone (1972) and in the far field by 
Boswell (1975)2 have verified the existance of the resonance 
cone, one would expect therefore that any parametric decay 
would initially start from the high field of the resonance 
cone. Although this phenomena has been measured in the la-



Figure 1. Respective positions of the antenna and the 
resonance cone. 
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Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of the electronics. 
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bora tory, it is important to test the theory over a far 
broader range of parameters. It is to this end that the pro
posed rocket experiment is directed. 

Proposed experiment. 

The experimental arrangement is in many respects similar 
to that described by Gonfalone (1974) and is shown in Fig.l. 
A transmitter of about 10 watts maximum power is coupled to 
a 10cm loop antenna. This power should produce electric field 
strengths on the resonance cone of sufficient intensity for 
parametric decay to occur. The electric field is measured 
by electric antennae which sweep through the resonance cone 
region as the rocket rotates. The received signal is then 
mixed down to a frequency of approximately 1 KHz and tele
metered to ground. A block diagram of the electronics is 
shown in Fig. 2. The data can then be fourier analysed 
and the frequency and field strength of the parametrical-
ly produced WHW can be determined. 

By stepping the power of the transmitter over three 
orders of magnitude, the threshold field can be measured. 
It is intended to switch the experiment on as soon as the 
nose cone is ejected which will be at about BO km. The 
variation of threshold field with collision frequency can 
then be measured with increasing altitude. 

Conclusions• 

By conducting an active wave experiment and measuring 
the resulting non-linear parametric decay interaction it 
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would be possible to verify the use of certain mathematical 
approximation which are used in the theoretical analysis 
of multiple wave interactions. Apart from the inherent 
value of the physical phenomena investigated, this simple 
experiment could yield reasonably accurate data on collision 
frequency as a function of altitude in the ionosphere. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF AUKQRAI/-ZONE HffitKMENa 
B Ï A VERSSIIfcE BHICON-BÛKiî PAHDSD 

J. Bjordal, I, Brfaetad, A. EgeUmd S S. Karleen E. Throne 
T.E. Hoe, J. Stadsnee I University of Oslo, Norwegian Defence Research 
S. VllaXaad, University Horaay Establishment, 

of Bergen, Soman Kjelïer, Nemay 

Abstract 

The purpose of this project is presented in light of 

IMS and the GEOS satellite. A brief description is given 

of a multi-experiment balloon payload, which include 7 directional 

X-ray detectors for mapping of the spatial and temporal dis

tribution of precipitating electrons, measurements of the 

geomagnetic field, electric fields, VLF waves, and of pressure 

and temperature for detection of infrascnic waves. Preliminary 

results from a testflight in the conjugate area of the ATS 6 

satellite are presented. The main experiment will be performed 

during the IMS-period with simultaneous conjugate measurements 

on the GEOS satellite. 

Introduction 

Because of their slow drift in the atmosphere and long flight 

duration, balloons are suitable for studies of time dependent 

magnetospheric phenomena on a time scale up to several hourSj 
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comparable with the duration of magnetospheric substorms. 
This method is an important supplement to measurements 
performed by rockets and satellites, which give measurements 
only during short time intervals at any given location in space. 

In the past we have sometimes faced serious problems when 

trying to relate X-ray measurements from a balloon with 
other auroral-zone phenomena measured at some distance from 
the balloon. That could be because the measurements were 
made at locations too far apart» or because of uncertainties 
in the relative timing of the measurements. 

On that background the group at the University of Bergen, 
in cooperation with other groups, began the development of a 
more versatile type of balloon payload which contains 
instruments for simultaneous measurements of several auroral-
zone phenomena. These payloads are intended to be flown during 
the IMS-period and preferably at a time when the GEOS satellite 
is over Scandinavia. 

The importance of making conjugate balloon measurements 

simultaneously with the 6E0S satellite has been pointed out 

at previous meetings» for instance by Kreraser at the 0renas 

symposium (Xremser 197S J. It is also essential to have a 

good coverage of ground based measurements in the region 

around the balloon/satellite field line. 

For the IMS period the network of various types of ground 
based instruments in Northern Europe, have been considerably 

™m#aa&aizt»r<n~ * ja -ni tts. 
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improved and expanded. The periods when the GEOS satellite 
will be positioned at 35 E, with its northern conjugate point 
over Northern Scandinavia, will thus represent unique opportuni
ties to perforin conjugate balloon measurements. 

Description of the payload 

A prototype of this so-called IMS-payload was flewn over 
Northern Norway last summer. 

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the balloon and payload configu-
ration. Starting from the top of the figure the instrumen
tation consisted of: 

1. A VLF goniometer developed by the Norwegian Institute 
of Cosmic Physics. It was based on two vertical loop 

antennas which were attached to the skin of the balloon. 

ANTENNA IHDREI ANTENNA 

Figure 1, A sketch of the balloon and payload configuration used 

in the flight of July 25, 1975. 
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Its bandwith was from 0,1 to 10 kHz» and it was operated 
in conjunction with a ground based goniometer at Andenes, 
to give an unambiguous determination of the VLF wave source 
region.The VLF signal from one of the loop antennas was 
also fed through a number of bandpass filters, and the 
rectified output from each of these was telemetered* 

2. A 6-channel omnidirectional X-ray spectrometer with energy 

levels of 25, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 keV. The detector 

was a scintillation detector with a crystal of 2" dia, 

and 1" height* 

3. An X-ray detector system consisting of seven collimated 
scintillation detectors for obtaining information about 
the spatial distribution of the precipitation of energetic 
electrons. The output was taken from two differential 
energy channels, 25? 50 and 50 - 75 keV. These detectors 
flls- had crystals of 2" dia. and 1" height. 

U. A ces fluxgate magnetometer for studies of the auroral 

ttxectrojet and slow geomagnetic pulsations. This instru
ment, and the X-ray detectors mentioned above, was provided 
by the University of Bergen. 

5. An acoustic wave detector for measurements of frequencies 
below 10Hz which responded to the adiabatic temperature 
changes caused by the pressure variations. This instrument 
was made by the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment. 

6. As the sixth instrument an electric field probe, made by 
the Danish Space Research Institute, should have been 
included on the same balloon. However, because of weight 
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considerations this experiment was flown on a separate 

balloon which went up shortly after the IMS-payload was 

launched. 

The fields of view of the collimated X-ray detectors on the 

IMS • payload in the X-ray production level are shown in figure 2. 

The production level is.assumed to be at an altitude of 90 km. 

The fields of view are mainly determined by the lead shielding 

of the detectors. The effective area of each detector will 

therefore decrease gradually as the angle of photon incidence 

relative to the detector axis is increased. The circular and 

elliptical areas indicate where the effective area of each 

detector is 1/3 or more of the value at the detector axis. 

The large dashed circle indicates the distance at which the 

flux from a widespread X-ray source is recuced to 1/3 because 

of atmospheric absorptions and gives an idea of the maximum 

Figure 2. Fields of view of the collimated X-ray detectors in 

the X-ray production level assumed to be at an altitude 

of 90 km. 
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range of the detector system. This distance vas calculated 
for X-ray energies between 50 and 75 keV and was based on an 
exponential X-ray energy spectrum with an e-folding energy 
of 30 fceV and a balloon altitude of 38 km. (3,6 millibars.) 
The shaded areas then give the assumed field of view of this 
detector arrangement. The vertical detector in the middle 
covers a circular area with diameter near 60 km directly 
above the balloon. The six other detectors cover equal parts 
of the area lying between roughly HO and 150 km to the side 
of the balloon. 

Figure 3. The flight trajectory of the balloon launched from 
Karasjok on July 25, 1975. Black dots indicate balloon 
positions at every full hour UT. AN = Andenes. 
TR = TromsfSi KA = Karasjok, KI = Kiriina. CP is the 
estimated position of GEOS' conjugate point. 
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The IMS balloon was launched from Karasjok in Northern Norway 

on July 25, 1975. On the map in fig. 3 Karasjok is marked 

with KA. Andenes, Kiruna and Tromsji are marked in similar 

way. The balloon was tracked by use of the CONSOL navigation 

system, and the dots on the map indicate its position at 

every full hour during tha flight. The balloon was drifting 

westward as is usual at summertime, but went towards the north

west at the end of the flight. The dashed lines are drawn ISO km 

to each side of the balloon trajectory indicating the width of 

the maximum field of view of the detector system as given 

on figure 2. 

The magnetic conjugate point to the ATS-6 satellite at the 

100 km level for Kp * 0 and dipole tilt angle 0°, as calculated 

by Pfitzer C197S) is marked by CP on the map* The location of the 

conjugate point will probably vary by 100 - 200 km in the north-

south and east-west direction due to changing tilt angle and 

asymmetries in the magnetospheric configuration, and will also 

shift north-south with varying magnetic activity. 

Preliminary results 

The two curves at the top of figure 4 sho** (0 - seconds average 
counting rates from the omnidirectional detector of X-ray 
above 25 keV and between 100 and 150 keV. The balloon flight 
was made during a magnetic storm period starting with an SSC 
at 0230 UT. 
There are two major X-ray events, one starting around 0400 UT 
and another starting around 0830UT. The latter event is a late 
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morning, SVA type event (Beversdorff et al. 1968) which started 
about 25 min. after a substorm onset in the midnight sector. 

We interpret this precipitation event as being associated with 

the arrival of electron that have gradient drifted eastward 
in the magnetosphere from the midnight sector (Arnoldy and Chan 

1969). 

In fig. t we have also ilotted the outputs from 3 of the VLF 
bandpass filters. There is an increasing intensity of the VLF 
signals in the decaying phase of the SVA event, and higher time 

Figure 1. From the top of the figure are shown: 

The floating pressure of the balloon in millibars, 
30 sec. average counting rates in the ̂ 25 keV and 
100 - ISO ke' channels of the omnidirectional X-ray 
detector, outrputs from three of the VLF band pass filters,-
and at the bcttom the azimuthal orientation of the 
payload in degrees east of north. 
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resolution data reveal bursts in the VLF emission with duration 
down to less than one second. The azimuthal orientation of the 
payload is given at-the bottom of figure 4. At times the paylaod 
experienced fast rotations, causing clear spin modulation-of 

the VLF intensities at'twice the rotational frequency during 
large parts of the flight* This indicates significant spatial 
anisotropics in the distribution of VLF emissions. 
This is promising for the results we expect to get out of the 
goniometer data which are still under analysis. 

Figure S covers the time interval of enhanced X-ray activity. 
In the lower half panel of the figure are shown data fronwthe 
collimated X-ray detectors. The vertical collimated detector 
clearly displays the two. events mentioned above, starting 
near 0400 UT and 0830 UT respectively. 

The data from the tilted collimated X-ray detectors are pre
sented three-dimensionally as a colourplot. The ordinate axis 
on the colour plot represents the azimuthal direction from 
where the radiation is coming. The X-ray intensities are 
shown according to the colour code on the right side of the plot. 
Blue/violet represents the lowest intensities, yellow the medium 
intensities and red/brown represents the highest intensities. 
The plot is based upon 30^second averages of the X-ray intensities 

The first main peak, around 0410 UT, appears first to the west 
of the balloon. After a small drop the X-ray intensity 
increases in the south at 0420 UT and stays there until 0430 UT 
when it spreads out to all directions. Around 0440 UT there are 
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maxima to the west, to the east and in the vertical detector 

simultaneously. The precipitation area is then apparently 

lying as a band from west to east directly above the balloon. 

We will later return to the spatial distribution of X-rays 

during the SVA event. 

Figure S. 
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The top panel shows electron fluxes measured by the 
University of Minnesota electron detectors on ATS-6. 
The lower n^nel shows X-ray intensities measured by 

the oollimated X-ray detectors. The data from the 
tilted detectors are presented three-dimensionally 
as a color plot. 
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The University of Minnesota group has kindly made data fro» 
their energetic electron experiment on ATS-6 for this time 
interval available to us. The ATS -6 electron data are shown 
in the upper part of fig* S. Note that there is a gap in the 
energy coverage for the electrons. A rise around 0100 UT is only 
seen in the measurements of low-energy electrons. This rise 
is also present at small pitch-angle data for the 32 to 51 keV 
electrons which are not shown here. 

The event starting around 0830 UT is, however, only seen in 
the high energy part of the energy spectrum, and one notes 
that the rise in the flux of the trapped electrons began 
around 0810, in the small pitch-angle electrons around 0825 
and in the X-ray flux at 0826. The vertical line is drawn 
at 0825 UT. Thus there is in this case a good correspondence 
between increases of the electron fluxes at ATS-6 and the 
precipitation measured by means of X-rays in the conjugate 
region. A detailed comparison between the ATS-6 and the balloon 
measurements will be made later and will include an analysis 
of changes in the magnetic field at the satellite and in the 
conjugate point region. 

Details of spatial structures in the X-ray source distribution 
(i.e. flux of the precipitating electrons) are seen more, clearly 
on an expanded time scale. Figure 6 gives a colour plot of 6-. 
see. averages of X-ray intensities during the interval 082H -
0852 UT, or from the beginning of the SVA event and past its 
maximum. The precipitation started.in the north-eastern part 
of the field of view of the X-ray detectors, and the maximum 
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Figure 6. 6 sec. average X-ray intensities for the interval 
0821 - 0852 UT. 
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Figure 7. 1 sec. average X-ray intensities for the interval 
marked "A" in figure 6. 
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in the precipitation was lying in this region during the first 

part of the event until about 0831 UT. At about 0838 UT the 

most intense precipitation occurred in the southern part of the sky. 

Because of a gap in the data we cannot clearly 

See how this shift occurred, but it seems that we have a phase 

of nearly homogenous precipitation-between 0831 and 0837. 

Later on, after about 0815, the maximum precipitation was found 

in western to south-western part of the sky. 

The region marked "A" on fig. 6 has been expanded to 1-sec. 

mean intensities in fig. 7. A lot of time structures are 

seen in fig. 7. The most clear examples are seen in the last 
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part of the figure. The intensifications are strongest in the 

center of the precipitation region, but seem to spread out 

from this region during each burst. 

In fig. 8 we have replotted the first 20 second of fig.7, 

marked "B"» with approximately 0,1 -sec. time resolution* 

The figure shows structures also at this time scale. It.seems 

that the precipitation bursts occur in groups, with a few seconds 

spacing between groups. We beleive that the internal 

structure within bursts with a duration of a few tenths of a 

second are microbursts (Anderson and Milton 1964.) 

The data shown in fig. 7 suggest that the microbursts are more 

clearly separated later in the event. The microbursts seem to 

occur so frequently around 0B43 UT that individual bursts 

cannot be resolved. In the latest part of figure 7 however, 

the bursts are occurring less frequently, giving clearer time 

profiles. 

Conclusions and future plans 

These preliminary results show that data obtained from this 

balloon payload can provide a mapping of the spatial distri

bution of precipitating electrons with energies above ûfiOkeV. 

Hopefully, the VLF goniometers on the balloon and on the ground 

will also give information on the directional distribution 

of VLF emissions. These aspects are in our opinion essential 

when making measurements in the conjugate area of a geostationary 

satellite, as wave-particle interactions seem to be one of the 
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ABSTRACT 

A technical description of a mother daughter experiment 
Including an electron gun is given. The payload was 
launched by a Nike/Tomahawk rocket from Andenes, North-
Norway near 2030 local time on February 1, 1976. A few 
preliminary observations obtained by the HF-wave propagation 
experiment, the retarding potential analyser and the 
energetic electron counters will be presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

On February 1 the first sounding rocket in our program 
carrying an electron accelerator was launched from Andenes, 
Norway. This rocket was partly considered as an explora
tory experiment for testing out various technigues for 
future, more elaborate sounding rockets. 

The data analysis from the rocket has only been going on 
for a few months, and very few results can be given at 
this stage. Therefore, most of this presentation will be 
devoted to a technical description of the experiment, and only 
a few, very preliminary findings will be presented. 
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The mother-daughter rocket POLAR 5 was launched near 2030 

local tine on February 1 this year over a quiescent arc 

north of Andenes, and the peak altitude was some 220 km. 

The daughter was separated from the main payload in 

the direction of the rocket axis, with a relative 

speed of 34 cm/sec. The total separation before impact was 

120 m. 

The electron accelerator was mounted on the daughter in 

a direction normal to the 'spin axis. There are two 

reasons for putting tï." accelerator away from the main payload: 

1 To reduce the interference hazard on the mother. 

2 Hopefully to achieve a more favorable geometrical 

configuration for some of the instruments. 

The risk for electrical charging was appreciated before 

launch, and four conducting "wings" with a total area 
2 

of 1 m were mounted on the daughter payload to reduce 
this effect. As will be shown later, the charging problem 

was seriously underestimated. 

The main objectives for the POLAR 5 experiment were as 
follows: 

1 To trace possible electric potential gradients along 

the geomagnetic field lines at low altitudes. 

2 To investigate generation of waves by electron pulses.. 

3 To study exitation and ionization processes in the 

upper atmosphere and secondary electron production. 

4 To Investigate various problems associated with decharg-

ing of small electrically charged bodies embedded in 
a plasma. 
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TABUS 1 

POLSR 5 INSTRUMENTS AND MANAGEMENT 

PAÏ&OAD MANAGEMENT: Norwegian Defence Research Est 

B N MShlura, Project Scientist 
J Truim, Project Advisor 
B T Narheim, Playload Manager 

ïnstrumen-- Characteristic» Expar intenter 

Pulsed electron 
accelerator 

Retarding Poten
tial Anali ser 
(«fry 

lOkeV,- 0.1A, 2msec 
duration 
4-S00V 
(8 channels) 

J Tr*lm, HDRB 

Photometer 3914 A E V Thrane, BDRE 

Photometers 4278A 486'1A 
S577A a Masaide, NICP 

Particle spectro
meters 

Electrons and 
prototes >10keV F SfSraas, UB 

Particle spectro
meters 

Electrons 0.1-
12 Jrev B N Mehlum, NDRE 

Electric ields DC 0-lOOKz N C Haynard, NASA 

VLP receivers AC 0-100.kHz A Egeland, NICP 

HP receivers Wultifrequency 
100kHz-5MHz j TrsSira, NDRE 

X-rays Bremsstrahlung J Stadsnes/K Aarsnes, 

Capacitance 
probe 

Electron density J Tr0im, NDRE 
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The general geometry of the rocket experiment is indicated 
in Figure 1. 

3 INSTRUMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT 

The rocket project «as conducted by the Norwegian Defence 
Research Establishment in colaboration with other 
Norwegian research groups and with the NASA. A survey of 
the instrumentation is presented 1 Table 1. 

The rocket carried a number of dedicated instruments 
designed to monitor various effects of the electron 
pulse and a few instruments to survey the natural ionos
pheric "background". The dedicated instruments are the 
VLP and HF receivers, the low energy electron counters, 
the electric field monitor, the retarding potential 

Figure 1 General survey of the POLAR 5 experiment 
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analysers and one of the photometers. After the flight 
it became evident that some of the other instruments/ 
such as the capacitance probe and the other photometer 
channels give valuable information to the study. 

The electron accelerator operated on a nominal potential 
of 10 kv an3 the pulse current «as about 100 mA. The 
electrons were emitted in "trains" of S puis"'., each pulse 
with a duration of 2 us, and the electron beam was 
Interrupted for 2 ms between each pulse. The time interval 
between eac'i train of pulses was four tenth of a second. 

A detailed discussion of the various instruments will not 
be given here. He would only like to emphasize that the 
PCM telemetry format allowed a time resolution of from 
0,5 to 1 ms for the dedicated instruments, which has been 
found to be very valuable In the analysis. This means that 
we get up to 4 sample per pulse for some of the instruments 

PRELIMINARY DATA 

A few tentative observations obtained by some of the NDRE 
instruments will be presented in this section. He are 
not in a position to draw any conclutions from these data 
yet, and will rather raise a number of questions related 
to the measurements. 
The positive charging of the daughter payload was 
monitored by retarding potential analysers indicating 
when- the integral fluxes of returning electrons above 
eight fixed energy levels between 4 and 500 eV exceeded 
zero. The RPA showed that the payload potential exceeded 
500 V during a large fraction of the flight when the 
accelerator was in operation, even during parts of the 
flight when the environment showed an electron concentra
tion of 10 /cm . However, the recovery time after each 
pulse was of the order of 0,5 ms. Part of the chaxching 
problem could be attributed to the fact that indicators 
showed partial deployment of the wings. 
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There Is an Interesting spin modulation in the payload 
potential as observed by the RPA, showing a .ainimura in 
the potential when the electrons were launched downward 
the field lines (Figure 2). It is not clear to us why 
this spin modulation accurs., If the return current, was 
non-isotropic, say oriented along the field lines, we 
would expect two minima in the potential per spin. On 
the other hand, if the current was isotropic, there would 
be no spin modulation. He have found no explanation for the 
observed modulation yet. 

On the downleg of the trajectory below 120 km the payload 
potential stayed below 4V. This occurred in the 
denser atmosphere, and is probably caused by the enhanced 
electron concentration produced by the electron beam 

• 150 

POLAR S 
PULSE H0iSS2-B97 
T I M E < 3 S 0 - 3 B l , a c 
ALTITUDE* 137-120 km 

Figure 2 Spin modulation of the electric potential of 
the daughter pavload 
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interacting with the atmosphere. In fact, the capacitance 
probe showed that suoh enchancements indeed occurred after 
the pulse below" 140 tan (Figure 3). 

She secondary electron study has not yet been carried 
very far, since only a small fraction.of the electron 
observations have been analysed. It is, however, clear 
that we have a number of good measurements of the secondary 
electron spectrum. To our knowledge, this spectrum has 
not earlier been observed during controlled conditions. 

Of the HP observations the most interesting frequency 
appears to be at the receiver on the first electron 
gyro harmonie, 2.8 Mhz. 

An example is shown in Figure 4. 

The direct signals from the five pulses are clearly seen 
with no measureable delay. 
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Figure 3 An example of observed electron density enhancement 

on the mother payload after the pulse 



At present we interpret the delayed signals as generated 
by reflected electrons. 

Assuming an electron energy of 4.5 keV parallell to the 
B-field, in this case, signals delayed by 25 and 50 ms 
would correspond to eleotrons traversing a distance of 
1000 and 2000 km, respectively, assuming no delay at the 
point of reflection. 

There is a clear injection angle dépendance of the echo 
activity, but in the different parts of the flight it is 
changing in a manner not fully understood. 

This presentation does not allow a more detailed discussion 
of the data. We also have to await a more extensive data 
analysis before a better understaning of the experimental 
results can be reached. 
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Figure 4 An example of delayed signals following the direct pulse 
received at the mother pavload 
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HA94& DIAGNOSTIC W O VftVE DETECTION WTTH H E C H H N EMTPTERS 

A. Grant? 
ESA/ESTEC 

Xoorâvijk, She Netherlands 

Electron sources can be used to control the potential cf spacecraft 
and rockets. The plasma current collected by these bodies can be mea
sured; the average value of the emitted current gives information 
about the density and temperature of the ambient medium. It is shown 
that in addition» the fluctuation of this current can disclose the 
existence of waves propagated in the surrounding plasma. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A spacecraftt or rocket» immersed in a plasma acquires an equilibrium 
potential such that the sum of the currents collected by its surface 
is zero. This work first describes a system that can control the poten
tial of bodies with conductive surfaces using electron emitters. The 
net current received by the vehicle is returned to the ambient medium 
through a cathode and can therefore be measured; the collecting body 
can then play the role of a Langmuir probe with a very large collecting 
area* It is now proposed to detect electromagnetic and electrostatic 
waves with the same system, by measuring the associated current fluctu
ations. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

An electron gun mounted on a spacecraft, or on a rocket, is schematically 
represented in Fig. la. The electron source and spacecraft body are referred 
to as the emitter (E) and collector (C), respectively! 
the emitter can be biased with respect to the collector by a voltage source 
V f i. The analogy with the configuration illustrated by Fig. lb is quite 
straightforward since now the cathode is simply assumed to be mounted on 
a boom at some distance from the collector. 
In both cases a fraction of the emitted electrons may return to the collector 
after a certain excursion into the plasma, whereas the remainder is exchanged 
against ambient particles and can penetrate more deeply into the medium. 
The current emitted by the cathode, which of course equals that impinging 
on the collector, is a measurable quantity. It can be anticipated that 
estimating its average value and investigating its radiofrequency spectrum 
will yield valuable information on the ambient plasma. 

3. POTENTIAL CLAMPING AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC 

It is assumed that the emitter and collector are sufficiently decoupled, 
as shown in Fig. 2a, so that their current voltage characteristics are. 

-*-* <o 

Fig. 1. : Two electron emitter configurations 
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in first approximation» independent of their separation* The dc potential 
of the surrounding plasma is taken as a reference (Fig. 2b ) 
The electrons are assumed to be extracted from the cathode by thermal 
emission, and the variations of the current i r with potential are propor-

3/2 tional to (-*) ' (Spangenberg, 1948). The area of the cathode is small 
and i_ is therefore relatively insensitive to the incoming fIUK of ambient 
particles. 

plasma density and energy distribution; it is very similar to that of a 
Langmuir probe (Chen, 1965). When photoemission is non-existent or rela
tively unimportant» the equilibrium potential of the rocket or spacecraft 
body is negative and proportional to the electron mean kinetic energy. 
The magnitude of this floating potent i-jl, *f, does not exceed a fraction 
of IV in the ionosphere but can reach more than 10 kV in the magnetosphere 
(DeForest. 1972). 

When collector and emitter are connected, their respective currents, 
I c and I E, and potentials, V c and V E, are linked by the following 
relations: 

I c = I E and V c - V E * V B. 

(a) 

Fig. 2. 

( M —•, * v • 

Current voltage characteristics of the collector and emitter 
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When Vg = 0, the equilibrium potential of the collector-emitter combina
tion is defined by the intersection of The two curves. In a magnetospheric 
environment the floating potential can then be maintained at a few volts, 
rather than several kV, negative (Bartlet et al, 1975i Grard et al, 1976). 
The spacecraft and rocket potentials can be controlled, when their surface 
is conductive, by adjusting the bias potential Vg fPolychronopoulos and 
Goodall, 1973). 
The ability to control the surface potential of bodies in space offers a 
number of advantages; it allows one to minimize the perturbation to the 
environment and provides a stable voltage reference for scientific instru
ments. 
When the bias voltage Vg is varied the current characteristic of the anode 
can be described. The spacecraft or rocket body behaves like a Langmuir 
probe with a collecting area of several m , and information on plasma den
sity and temperature can be obtained (Grard, 1975). 

4. DETECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC AND ELECTROSTATIC WAVES 

A wave propagated in a plasma is characterized by a conduction current 
density, J, which can be expressed as a function of the electric field E 
by eliminating the magnetic field H after Four!-a1 transformation from the 
two first Maxwell's equations: 

Î X E : "H 0 SH/at, 

*> -> 
and V x H = J + e03E/3t, 

where e 0 and u 0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space 
(Quemada, 1968). The projection of J parallel and perpendicular to the 
wave vector are respectively 

J„ * ieottE^ 

and J. = icoufl-u )E. , 

where » is the angular frequency and u is the refractive index of the medium. 
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The wave conduction current causes a fluctuation of the dc current 
collected by the rocket or satellite body, which gives rise to an alter
nating potential if a resistor R is connected between the collector and 
the emitter (Fig. 3a ). 
The sensitivity of this technique can be evaluated by estimating the length 
I. of the electric dipole which will give the same signal at the input of 
the receiver (Fig. 3b ), for a given magnitude of the electric field E. 

2 •+ -* 
He consider the case of a wave propagated in the whistler mode (u > > 1 > E S E _ I ) , 
and assume that the effective length of the antenna is equivalent to half 
its physical length. Equating the magnitude of the two signals gives 

EL/2tt£0uu ESR, 

where S is the area of the collecting surface. 
5 2 

Taking « = 2ir x 10 rad/s, u s 10, S ^ 10 m , R : 1 kft, it is found that 

(a) 

(tt Y 
Fig* 3. : Equivalence between an electron emitter and an electric aerial. 
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CONCLUSION 

Electron sources can be used to control the potential of bodies in space, 
and measuring the average value of the emitted current gives information on 
the ambient plasma. In addition» the fluctuation of this current carries 
information on the waves which are propagated in the surrounding medium. 
Waves generated by interactions between the beam of electron Itself and the 
plasma will be detected in the same way. Active experiments similar to those 
achieved with an on-board sounder can therefore be performed without aerial. 
It can also be wondered whether the current loop so formed may have an effect 
upon the onset of the instabilities. 
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Abstract 

Front the photometric data obtained during two rocket flights 

in polar auroras, some new features are pointed out. 

A) The altitude dependence of the intensity ratio I(2P)/I(1N) 

of nitrogen reveals directly the influence of low energy 

primary electrons on the excitation of the N, 2P system. 

B) During the breakup phase, the relative intensity of [pi J 
S577 A and (01) 1304 A becomes lower. A more detailed 
analysis of the data suggests that the atomic oxygen con
centration may decrease during the breakup. 

C) The observed breakup corresponds to a very intense Ba 

p 
emission* Which could be partially electron excited. 

He wish to give here a report of some rocket data 

obtained on board the ESRO payloads C78/1 and C78/2, which 

were launched in 1971. At the previous similar symposium, 

we described the instrumentation (HENSIST, 1974) and presented 

the raw data (BENRIST, 1975)• 

Let us recall that the instrument used to acquire 

the optical data was a polychromator which possesses six photo

metric channels centered on important N- , N 2, 0 and H émis-

L 
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sions situated in the ultraviolet and visible regions of the 
auroral spectrum. 

The field of view was directed towards the zenith 
during the ascent, and was directed laterally during the 
descent by means of an ejectable mirror. An important point 
to note is that this field of view is the same for all 
channels so that all measured intensity ratios are particularly 
reliable. 

The payloads were launched into polar auroras, 
the first during the postbreakup phase of a proton rich 
event, the second during the breakup phase of an Intense 
IBC III aurora. 

Among the numerous data collected from these 
rocket flights (BEHEIST, 1975) , we wish to point out some 
observations which are of particular interest. 

A) The first point deals with the intensity of the t>2
 s e c o n d 

positive ay s tern (2D, nornulizud to the Intensity of the 
N, + first negative system (IN). 

Fig. 1. KO tao so ?» m 



The observed altitude profiles for both emissions 
are used to derive the intensity ratio 

1(3914 A)(H 2
+ IN) 

, as shown in figure 1 

In the case of the second flight. However, the observations 
lead to similar conclusions for both flights. 

The ratio R is varying in the same way as the alti
tude does t this fact indicates a hardening of the elec
tron spectrum with the decreasing altitude. 

However, a new behaviour was observed. If we restrict 
our attention to the data obtained when the plane of ob
servation was most horizontal, we see that the ratio R 
is first decreasing, down to a given altitude, and then 
remains almost constant. 

The above behaviour can be explained in a simple way. 
Let us consider (fig. 2) a given altitude profile for 
the 3914 A emission (solid line). If we first assume 
that all the 3160 A emission is produced by secondary 
electrons, following the reactions : 

+« N 2 + e (primary) •• Uj + e (primary) + e (secondary) 

+ hv(3»14 Â) 

H 2 + e (secondary) » N 2 + e (secondary) 

+ N, + hv(31G0 A) 

Hg. 2. 



then the altitude profile for the 3160 A emission will be 
strictly proportional to that of 3914 A, alia the altitude 
Z, of the maximum intensity will be the same for both 
profiles. 

However> the incident electron flux already contains 
a low energy part, which is able to excite directly the 
positive system of N 2 : 

M 2 + e (low energy primary) •* H 2 * + e 

•* N 2 + hv(3160 Â) 

so that an additional contributi >n is given to the 
3160 A emission. This is represented by the dotted 
profile which peaks higher than Z,, owing to the much 
lower energy or the responsible electrons. Hence, the 
total profile of the 3160 A emission will be such that 

Fig. 
KO DO KO i» to 90 ao n Z M 

L 
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the ratio R will be constant up to an altitude 2.» and 
then will Increase with altitude. 

We have calculated the contribution due to these 
low energy primary electrons, as indicated in figure 3. 
This contribution is rather low and does not exceed IS* 
of the total tt2 2P emission at 136 km. However, we 
believe it important that a low energy primary flux was 
detected by optical measurements. 

It is to be remarked that the theoretical calculations 
of SHEMANSKY et al. (1972) do predict a variation of the 
ratio R with altitude, whereas this variation has never 
been observed in the case of Nj 2P system. 

It would, therefore, be interesting to observe the 
behaviour of the ratio I (Nj)/I (N-+) at higher altitudes. 
This could possibly be carried out as part of an experi
ment foreseen for the campaign SDBSTORM-GEOS. 

B) From a study of all our observations, it can also be 
deduced that the concentration of atomic oxygen is de
creasing during the breakup phase. The arguments 
leading to this conclusion are summarized hereafter : 
a) the ratio I t 5 5 7 7 f t K O I 1 is found to be much lowur 

K3914A) (N, ) 
1 1(3160)(U,) 

In the breakup phase, whereas the r a t i o » r 
H3914A) m2 ) 

does not show such a decrease, so that the origin 
must be attributed to the green line only. 

1 (1304 I) (01) 
W the ratio t shows very low values during 

1(3914») (N 2
+) 

the breakup phase, the decrease being attributable 
therefore to the 1304 A emission only. 

Since the above observations demonstrate a lack 1 3 of atomic oxygen in the S, and S states respectively, 
we come to the conclusion that during a strong breakup. 



the concentration of atomic oxygen is temporarily lowered 
in the perturbation of the atmosphere. 

C) She study of the hydrogen auroral emissions, especially 
the H line, is very difficult owing to the fairly low 
intensity and the DBppler width of the line. Moreover, 
the emission is predicted to be independent of the else-; 
tron precipitation (EATHER, 1967}, so that the intensity 
variations of H„ should not be synchronous with the cor-

p responding variations of electron excited emissions, such as 
the H 2 3914 A band. However, the observations of 3 
generally reveal a so called "background", "synchronous" 
or "contaminating" component, which can be attributed to 
other emissions, among which a band of VK system of N 2 is 
the main candidate (MILLER and SHEPHERD, 1968). 

In the measurements reported here, we have substracted 

Hp(R) 
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the synchronous component by considering the ratio 

o 
I( 486IA; a n | j b y taking only the non-constant 
K39I4A) 

part of this ratio. 
The results for the postbreakup phase give a very 

reasonable profile for the pure R„ emission (figure 4) with 
a maximum intensity of 450 Sayleighs at 105 km altitude 
for a horizontal viewing axis. The synchronous component 
is around 25% of the channel intensity. 

However, the results corresponding to the breakup phaBe 
give a complex profile for the H. line (figure 5), with 
a maximum Intensity of 1500 Rayleighs at 120 km altitude. 
The synchronous component is around 65% of the channel 
intensity. 

These observations lead to the conclusion that the 
hydrogen emission is quite strong during the observed 
breakup, and also that some synchronous hydrogen emission 
could be present. This could support the conclusions of 
EELON et al. (1974) who also suggest the occurence of 
electron excited hydrogen in strong breakups. 

It must be noted, however, that a contamination may 
be possible by a band of the Vegard-Kaplan system of 
nitrogen. This contamination being then stronger in the 
breakup phase, it would mean that the quenching of this 
system by atomic oxygen is less efficient. This could be 
a third argument in favor of the decrease of oxygen atoms 
during breakup. 
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